
V. Enforceable Policies

For The Galveston Bay Plan as a Whole

The Clean Water Act (CWA) amendments of 1987 established the National
Estuary Program to provide a basis for coordinating federal, state and local
actions, including regulatory measures. While the CWA {§ 320(f)(2)} suggests
that a completed CCMP will be implemented once approved by EPA, it does not
provide specific authority to enforce implementation. Hence, The Galveston Bay
Plan (Plan) as a whole is not "enforceable." However, it will be the basis for
federal and possibly state and local consistency review. The types and strength of
consistency review tools available for Plan implementation will depend on a
number of factors, including:

• Texas' adoption and implementation of Coastal Management Program
Rules.

• Adoption of the Plan as a Special Area Management Plan (SAMP) in the
Texas Coastal Management Program (TCMP).

• Acceptance of the TCMP into the Federal Coastal Zone Management
Program.

Policies for Plan consistency review are described in The Federal Consistency
Report for the Galveston Bay Estuary.

For Individual Galveston Bay Plan Actions

Since the Plan as a whole is not enforceable, its implementation will be, in large
part, dependent on discretionary or voluntary initiatives by various agencies.
However, many of the Plan's individual actions contain recommendations for
increasing enforcement of existing regulations, creating new regulations or
modifying existing ones to better meet Plan goals and objectives. Some actions
also recommend new legislative authority be given to implementing agencies to
regulate or enable certain activities.

This chapter identifies the aforementioned types of recommendations as the
"enforceable policies" of the Plan. For the purposes of this chapter, "enforceable
policies" are any elements of the Plan's recommended actions which call for
federal, state, and/or local agencies to exercise their regulatory authority to
require or cause an action to be undertaken. For the most part, enforceable
policies are mechanisms such as the issuance and enforcement of permits, rules,
standards, policy guidelines, and/or other legal means of requiring compliance
with the Plan's recommended actions.

Enforceable policies were identified for each Action Plan (except the support
Action Plans) through a review of the Plan's "What" and "How" sections for each
individual action. Each action plan section of this chapter includes a brief
description and citation of the laws, regulations, and other policy guidance
relevant to enforceable policies or other legal requirements for implementation.
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Enforceable policies, if any, are described for the individual actions in the
following format:

• Enforceable Policies
Any measures which would allow implementing agencies to cause
implementation of an action through the federal, state or local laws,
regulations, or other legal or policy mechanisms.

• Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
References to the laws, regulations or other policies which authorize or
enable implementation and/or enforcement of the action. Full citations
and descriptions of each of these laws, regulations, and other policies
follow at the end of each action plan.

• Actions Needed
Requirements, if any, for enacting the enforceable policies. These may
include new legislation, issuance or modification of agency rules,
adoption of local ordinances, or other policy guidelines. In each case, the
agency with responsibility for carrying out the action is listed. For space
and formatting purposes, agency names are abbreviated (please refer to
the List of Acronyms at the beginning of the report).
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Habitat Protection Action Plan

HP-1 Restore, Create and Protect Wetlands

Enforceable Policies
This action calls for wetland habitat restoration, creation, and enhancement
through beneficial uses of dredged material, and other techniques, to be
accomplished largely through public and private wetlands restoration, creation,
and enhancement projects, as well as research and education efforts. The
enforceable policies called for in this action are:

• Protecting high quality aquatic habitats, such as Christmas Bay, through
Outstanding National Resource Waters (ONRW) designation, or other means.

• Avoid adverse effects to submerged aquatic vegetation beds in Christmas Bay.
• Consider placing buoys to define a boat-free zone to protect high quality aquatic

habitats.
• Consider eliminating clamming in submerged sea grass beds.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act (CWA) [Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972] 1
• Emergency Wetlands Resources Act4

• Coastal Public Lands Management Act of 197331

• Tex. Nat. Res. Code, § 51.29137

• Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, §§ 13.101-1024!
• Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, §§ 78.001-78.00243
• Tex. Water Code, § 26.02345
• GLO Rights-of-Way Guidelines for Activities in Wetlands48

• GLO Rules for Leases or Easements on Coastal Public Lands49

• Texas Surface Water Quality Standards51

Actions Needed
• TPWD, GLO, TNRCC pursue designation of Christmas Bay as an ONRW.
• TPWD consider issuing rules restricting boat access to submerged vegetation,

and placing buoys delineating boat-free zones.
• GLO restrict activities in rights-of-way and easements to minimize adverse

impacts to submerged aquatic vegetation beds in Christmas Bay and other
high-quality aquatic habitats.

• TPWD investigate restricting clamming licenses in submerged sea grass beds.

HP-2 Promote Beneficial Uses of Dredged Material to Restore and
Create Wetlands

Enforceable Policies
The action calls for the development of a formal, ongoing beneficial use program,
including establishing a permanent Interagency Coordinating Committee (ICC)
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modeled on the Houston Ship Channel Beneficial Uses Group, and preparation of
a Comprehensive Dredged Material Management Plan by the ICC for the
Galveston Bay Estuary. The only enforceable policy called for in the action is:

• consistency review on proposed Section 10 and Section 404 permits, as well as
federal water resources projects, based on the Comprehensive Dredged
Material Management Plan, to ensure beneficial uses of dredged material.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
Coastal Zone Management Act of 19722

Endangered Species Act5

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act6

National Environmental Policy Act of 19698

Rivers and Harbors Act of 189910

Corps of Engineers NEPA Regulations11

Corps of Engineers Wetlands Regulations12

Guidelines for Review of Fish and Wildlife Aspects of Proposals in or Affecting
Navigable Waters, Fish and Wildlife Service23

Coastal Public Lands Management Act of 197331

Coastal Management Plan for State-Owned Wetlands33

Texas Coastal Management Program Proposed Rules50

Actions Needed
• CCC adoption of Galveston Bay Plan as a SAMP under the TCMP.
• NOAA acceptance of the TCMP into the Federal CZMA program.
• Corps establishment of permanent ICC.
• ICC development of Comprehensive Dredged Material Management Plan,

inclusion of plan provisions in Galveston Bay SAMP under the TCMP and
Coastal Wetlands Conservation Plan.

• Galveston Bay Program Office, CCC review future projects for consistency
with SAMP.

HP-3 Inventory Degraded Wetlands and Fund Remedial Measures

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are called for in this action, however, several federal and
state laws are relevant to funding implementation.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation
Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 19657

Dingell-Johnson Act3

Pittman-Robinson Act9

Coastal Wetlands Acquisition Act34

Tex. Nat. Res. Code, §§ 51.401-51.40238
Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, §§ 11.051-11.05639
Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, § 13.00840

Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, §§ 43.301-43.30942
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HP-4 Implement a Coordinated System-Wide Wetland Regulatory
Strategy

Enforceable Policies
• Establish standards for new Section 10/404 permits in the Galveston Bay

system, including:
- acceptable mitigation practices and ratios;
- Coastal Management Plan consistency thresholds;
- possible use of advance identification procedures under 40 C.F.R. 230.80.

• Improve monitoring and reporting requirements for permittees and employ
other special measures, such as requiring a performance bond to ensure that
mitigation occurs.

• Provide for expanded monitoring (including citizen monitoring, when
appropriate), and enforcement against illegal dredging and filling.

• Reassess which Corps of Engineers Nationwide Permits are appropriate for
regionalization in light of Plan goals and recommendations.

• Develop state water quality standards for wetlands for use in the Section 401
certification process.

• Eliminate federal economic support for activities not meeting consistency
provisions under Section 320 of the Clean Water Act.

Laws/Regulations and Policies Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act (CWA) {Specifically §§ 1341, pertaining to 401 certification,

and 1344, pertaining to 404 permits}1

• Coastal Zone Management Act of 19722

• Endangered Species Act5
• Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act6

• National Environmental Policy Act of 19698

• Rivers and Harbors Act of 189910

• Corps of Engineers NEPA Regulations11

• Corps of Engineers Wetlands Regulations12

• Environmental Protection Agency Section 404(b)(l) Guidelines13

• Executive Order 1198816

• Executive Order 1199015

• MOA between the Corps and EPA on the Determination of Geographic
Jurisdiction17

• MOA between the Corps and EPA on Enforcement18

• MOA between the Corps and EPA on Previously Issued Corps Permits19

• MOA between the Corps and EPA on the Determination of Mitigation20

• Joint Federal Manual on Identifying and Delineating Wetlands21

• Guidelines and Criteria for Proposed Wetland Alteration in the Southeast
Region22

• Guidelines for Review of Fish and Wildlife Aspects of Proposals in or Affecting
Navigable Waters, Fish and Wildlife Service23

• Corps of Engineers regulatory guidance letter 86-524

• Corps of Engineers regulatory guidance letter 86-1025

• Corps of Engineers regulatory guidance letter 88-626

• Corps of Engineers regulatory guidance letter 88-727

• Corps of Engineers regulatory guidance letter 88-1228

• Corps of Engineers regulatory guidance letter 90-529
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Corps of Engineers regulatory guidance letter 90-830

Coastal Public Lands Management Act of 197331

Coastal Management Plan for State-Owned Wetlands33

Coordination, Powers and Duties of Environmental State Agencies35

The "Clear Lake Rule"*?
Texas Surface Water Quality Standards51

Actions Needed
• Generate a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) among the participating

agencies (EPA, Corps, USFWS, NMFS, GLO, TPWD, and TNRCC) to
standardize mitigation ratios and policies, reporting requirements and
enforcement strategies to be implemented for Galveston Bay.

• EPA investigation of the use of advanced identification provisions under 40
C.F.R. § 230.80.

• Corps reassessment of Nationwide Permits in light of Plan goals and
objectives; development of appropriate regional permits for Galveston Bay
wetlands.

• TNRCC development of water quality standards for wetlands.
• CCC development of wetlands consistency thresholds for the TCMP.
• CCC adoption of Galveston Bay Plan as a SAMP under the TCMP.
• NOAA acceptance of the TCMP into the Federal CZMA program.

HP-5 Acquire and Protect Quality Wetlands

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are called for in this action, however, several federal and
state laws are relevant to funding implementation.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation
Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 19657

Dingell-Johnson Act3

Pittman-Robinson Act9

Coastal Wetlands Acquisition Act34

Tex. Nat. Res. Code, §§ 51.401-51.40238

Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, §§ 11.051-11.05639
Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, § 13.00840

Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, §§ 43.301-43.30942

HP-6 Develop Economic and Tax Incentive Programs to Protect
Wetlands

Enforceable Policies
This action is not enforceable since The Galveston Bay Plan cannot compel local
governments to adopt tax abatement policies or modify development ordinances.
However, local governments may develop their own enforceable policies in the
form of tax abatement programs or revisions to their development ordinances.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation
• Internal Revenue Code14
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• Property Tax Redevelopment and Tax Abatement36

Actions Needed
• New legislation may be required to allow local governments to give tax

abatements to property owners for preserving habitat.
• Local government adoption of tax abatement policies to encourage wetlands

protection, and modification of local development ordinances, as necessary.

HP-7 Facilitate Bird Nesting on Existing Sites

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are called for in the action.

HP-8 Build Nesting Islands Using Dredged Material

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are called for in this action.

HP-9 Reduce Erosional Impacts on Wetlands and Habitats

Enforceable Policies
• Harris-Galveston Coastal Subsidence District (H-GCSD) management of

groundwater withdrawal.
• Use of economic and legal incentives for non-structural shoreline

management, including mitigation banking and tax incentives.
• Potential regulations on sand and gravel mining.
• Possible incorporation of erosion standards in Corps General Permits.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act (CWA) [Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972]

(Specifically § 1344, pertaining to 404 permits)1

Corps of Engineers Wetlands Regulations12

MOA between the Corps and EPA on the Determination of Mitigation20

Coordination, Powers and Duties of Environmental State Agencies35

Coastal Public Lands Management Act of 197331

Coastal Management Plan for Beach Access, Preservation and Enhancement,
Dune Protection and Coastal Erosion32

Tex. Nat. Res. Code, § 51.29137

Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, § 86.00244
GLO Rights-of-Way Guidelines for Activities in Wetlands48

GLO Rules for Leases or Easements on Coastal Public Lands49

Actions Needed
• H-GCSD continue regulation of groundwater withdrawals in Harris and

Galveston counties.
• Local government development of tax incentives for use of non-structural

shoreline management controls.
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• Corps, EPA, and Section 404 permit review agencies work to minimize erosion
impacts on wetlands through requirements on permits and mitigation banks.

• GLO restrict activities with potential to cause erosion in rights-of-way and
easements on coastal public lands.

• TPWD restrictions on sand and gravel extraction areas with potential erosion
impacts on habitat; study and possibly implement restrictions on upstream
sand and gravel mining.

Applicable Laws and Regulations

Federal Laws

iClean Water Act (CWA) [Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972], as
amended, Pub. L. 92-500, Oct. 18, 1972, 86 Stat. 816 (12 U.S.C. § 24; 15 U.S.C. §§
633, 636; See 31 U.S.C. § 1305; 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 to 1265,1281 to 1292,1311 to 1328,
1341 to 1345, 1361 to 1376). The Clean Water Act provides regulatory authority
over wetlands to the Corps and EPA. Relevant sections include:

Section 303 33 U.S.C. § 1312 requires states to establish their own receiving
water quality standards (including wetlands), subject to EPA approval.

Section 401 33 U.S.C. § 1341 requires that the State (TNRCC) review all Section
404 permits (see below) to certify that the proposed activity will not violate
applicable water quality standards (in this case, standards for wetlands).

Section 404 33 U.S.C. § 1344 gives the EPA and the Corps authority over the
discharge of dredged and fill materials in waters of the United States. The
Corps administers the Section 404 permit program and generally conducts
enforcement activities. EPA exercises policy setting and review functions,
and may veto a permit if it determines that the activity would have "an
unacceptable adverse effect on municipal water supplies, shellfish beds,
and fishery areas (including spawning and breeding areas), wildlife, or
recreational areas." Section 404 also authorizes the issuance of general
permits for discharges on a national, state, or regional basis involving
actions determined by the Corps to be similar in nature and which have
minimal individual or cumulative adverse environmental impacts.

2Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (CZMA) Pub. L. 92-583,16 U.S.C. §§ 1451-
1464. The CZMA establishes a program under which states can plan and
"zone" coastal areas to protect critical coastal resources (i.e., economic
potential, habitat, scenic characteristics). The CZMA does not set regulatory
standards that states must follow but does provide guidelines for coastal
protections. States with federally-approved Coastal Management Plans are
eligible for certain federal funding. The CZMA also provides states with the
authority to review federal actions, funding and permits within the coastal
zone for consistency with their Coastal Management Plans.
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3Dingell-Johnson Act, (Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration Act of 1950) 16
U.S.C. §§ 777'-777.1. Provides up to 75% of land costs to states for acquisition of
lands for wildlife management and restoration.

Emergency Wetlands Resources Act 16 U.S.C. §§ 715k-3, 718b, 707, 3901, 3902,
3911, 3912, 3921 et seq, 3931, 3932, 4601. Directs the USFWS to prepare a
National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan. This plan lays the basis for
state and local governments to acquire high-quality wetlands based on a
national ranking system, and provides funding for wetlands acquisition, using
revenues from the Land and Water Conservation Fund (in Texas, the TPWD is
the state agency designated to receive these funds). The plan also identifies
wetlands that can be protected through measures other than direct
acquisition. The Region II Wetlands Regional Concept Plan, which was
completed in 1989, covers the Galveston Bay area and identified the Hoskins
Mound area as a high-priority wetlands site. This site was acquired by the
USFWS and is now part of the Brazoria National Wildlife Refuge.

5Endangered Species Act (ESA) Pub. L. 93-205, 16 U.S.C. §§1531 et. seq.
Acknowledges that one of the major reasons for the decline of species is habitat
destruction and requires that federal agencies conserve endangered species.
The ESA enables the USFWS and the NMFS to render a judgment on any
activity federally funded or requiring a federal permit which will adversely
affect an endangered or threatened species, and specifies that actions cannot
result in the destruction or adverse modification of habitat of such species.
The ESA has been interpreted in court decisions to mean that protection of
endangered species is to be given priority over the primary missions of federal
agencies.

6Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, as amended 16 U.S.C. §§662-667. Requires
that federal agencies consider fish and wildlife values when planning projects
or acting on plans, with particular emphasis placed on water development
projects. It requires the agency taking an action to consult with the USFWS,
NMFS, and, in Texas, the TPWD, to determine potential impacts on fish and
wildlife before the project is undertaken. The act is intended to mitigate
impacts on fish and wildlife and to give equal consideration to their value in
project design.

7Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965 16 U.S.C. §§406(d), 460(l)-4 to
460(1)-ll(a). Provides funding on a formula basis for states for the acquisition
in fee title or easements to acquire interests in lands, including refuges and
other areas of ecological significance.

8National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) Pub. L. 91-190, 42 U.S.C. §§
4321-4347. Requires major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of
the human environment to include a detailed statement on the environmental
impact and relationship between short-term uses and long-term productivity of
the resource.

9Pittman-Robinson Act, (Wildlife Restoration Act) 16 U.S.C. §§ 669-669(b), 669(c)-
669(i). Provides up to 75% of land costs to states for acquisition of lands for
wildlife management and restoration.
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10Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (Section 10) 33 U.S.C. § 403. Provides the Corps
with sole permitting authority over construction projects in "navigable waters
of the United States." Pursuant to Section 10, the Corps retains the authority to
regulate the excavation, construction or placement of structures in navigable
waters of the United States, whether or not a discharge of dredged or fill
material is involved. Due to the similarities between the Section 404 (CWA)
and Section 10 programs, most proposed activities involving the discharge of
dredged or fill materials are usually evaluated in a joint Section 404/10
permitting procedure.

Federal Regulations
nCorps of Engineers NEPA Regulations 33 C.F.R. Part 230. Regulations guiding

implementation of the procedural provisions of NEPA for the Civil Works
Program of the Corps, including wetlands permits. These rules describe those
actions which normally require an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)-
generally feasibility reports for authorization of major projects, major
increases in project size, or significant changes in operations and/or
maintenance of existing projects. Other actions normally require an
Environmental Assessment (EA), but not necessarily an EIS. These generally
include regulatory actions, discretionary changes in projects already
underway, and changes in construction, operations, and maintenance
activities which were not considered in an original project EIS or EA. An EA
will either result in a "finding of no significant impact (FONSI)," or a finding
that an EIS will be required.

12Corps of Engineers Wetlands Regulations 33 C.F.R. §§320-330. Regulations for
the Corps' wetlands permitting and enforcement program for Section 404 and
Section 10 permits. These regulations provide for a public interest review of
potential permits based on an evaluation of probable impacts of a proposed
activity, and weighing benefits against detrimental effects. The rules provide
the definition of "waters of the United States" used in jurisdictional wetland
determinations, and also defines the permitting process, including
coordination with other review agencies, state water quality certification,
CZMA consistency, and public notice requirements.

Section 330 defines the Nationwide Permits program, a form ^of general permit
which authorizes a class of activities throughout the nation to minimize
paperwork and administrative expense. Division or district engineers may
also issue "regional permits," which authorize certain types of activities on a
regional basis, or which modify nationwide permits.

^Environmental Protection Agency Section 404(b)(l) Guidelines 40 C.F.R. §§
230.1- 230.80. Provides guidance for the specification of disposal sites for
dredged or fill material to "restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of waters of the United States." Includes consideration of
potential impacts on physical, chemical and biological characteristics of the
aquatic ecosystem, as well as potential effects on human use characteristics.
Section 230.80 provides for EPA, in consultation with the affected state, to
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identify possible future sites for disposal of dredged material, as well as areas
generally unsuitable for such disposal, based on a review of available water
resource management data.

14Internal Revenue Code, § 501 c(3), (4), (5), and (7). Provides that a landowner
may contribute his or her land to a charitable non-profit corporation exempt
from federal income tax pursuant to §501 c (3), (4), (5), or (7) of the Internal
Revenue Code and take a tax deduction for the value thereof against his or her
income tax liability.

Executive Orders
15Executive Order No. 11990, 1977. Directs federal agencies to take action to

minimize the destruction, loss, or degradation of wetlands, and to preserve
and enhance the natural beneficial values of wetlands in carrying out agency
responsibilities. Section l(b) stipulates that the provisions of the order do not
apply to the issuance of federal permits to private parties for activities on non-
federal property.

16Executive Order No. 11988, 1977. Requires that federal agencies minimize
potential harm from their actions to people and property and to natural and
beneficial floodplain values. The order applies to areas with a 1% or greater
chance in any year of inundation by a flood.

Memoranda of Agreement (MOA)
17MOA between the Corps and EPA on the Determination of Geographic

Jurisdiction, January 19, 1989. Establishes that the Corps will make the
majority of determinations regarding the geographic jurisdictional scope of
"waters of the United States" for the purposes of Section 404 and
determinations of the applicability of exemptions under Section 404(f) of the
Clean Water Act. EPA can designate areas as "special cases" in situations
where significant issues or technical difficulties are anticipated concerning
the determination of the geographic jurisdictional scope.

The MOA also establishes EPA as the lead agency in developing future
guidance on implementing the Section 404 program, with input from the
Corps. EPA will make final decisions on guidance when the two agencies
disagree. In the MOA, the Corps agrees to fully implement and adhere to the
"Federal Manual for Identifying and Delineating Jurisdictional Wetlands," as
well as other guidance developed by EPA.

18MOA between the Corps and EPA on Enforcement, January 19,1989. This MOA
establishes the Corps as the lead enforcement agency for most cases involving
unpermitted discharges of dredged or fill materials or violations of Corps-
issued permits. EPA will act as lead enforcement agency in cases involving:
repeat violators; flagrant violations; cases where EPA requests a particular
case or class of cases; or, where the Corps recommends an EPA
administrative penalty. The Corps may also exercise a "right of first refusal,"
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due to a lack of resources or other reasons, and request EPA take the
enforcement action.

19MOA between the Corps and EPA on Previously Issued Corps Permits, January
19, 1989. Establishes that the Corps, upon notification by EPA, will determine
whether an alleged illegal discharge of dredged or fill material is authorized
under an individual or general permit.

20MOA between the Corps and EPA on the Determination of Mitigation, February
7, 1990. Specifies the policies and procedures to be used by the Corps and EPA
to demonstrate compliance with Section 404(b)(l) guidelines. The MOA directs
the Corps to make the following determinations in sequence when evaluating
standard Section 404 permit applications:

All efforts have been taken to avoid impacts to wetlands;
All potential impacts to wetlands have been avoided to the maximum extent
practicable;
All remaining unavoidable impacts will be minimized and mitigated to the
maximum extent practicable;
As the last resort, compensation for impacts will be required.

Other Regulatory Guidance
21Joint Federal Manual on Identifying and Delineating Wetlands, 1987. Though

not a public law, the manual is the guidance document which establishes the
technical basis for defining wetlands.

22Guidelines and Criteria for Proposed Wetland Alteration in the Southeast
Region, National Marine Fisheries Service, March 1992. Guidelines for
various types of projects requiring Section 10/404 permits to protect, and where
possible, enhance and/or restore habitats for living marine resources. The
guidelines are directed towards meeting NMFS responsibilities as set forth
under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act.

23Guidelines for Review of Fish and Wildlife Aspects of Proposals in or Affecting
Navigable Waters, Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), 40 Fed. Reg. 231, (1975).
Guidelines for USFWS review of proposals in or affecting navigable waters that
are authorized or carried out by the federal government. The guidelines cover
various types of projects, including docks, marinas, port facilities, bulkheads
and jetties. USFWS derives its review authority from the Fish and Wildlife
Coordination, NEPA, ESA and CZMA. Other federal laws which provide for
USFWS review of projects in navigable waters not previously cited in this
chapter include: the Estuary Protection Act (16 U.S.C. § 1224); the Department
of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. § 1653(f)); the Airport and Airway
Development Act (49 U.S.C. §§ 1712(c), (f), 1716(c)(4)); and the Watershed
Protection and Flood Prevention Act (16 U.S.C. § 1008).

24Corps of Engineers regulatory guidance letter (RGL) 86-5, May 23, 1986.
Strengthens the consideration to be given to EPA, USFWS and NMFS
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comments in the permitting process and provides guidance for improving
interagency communications and streamlining the decision-making process.

25Corps of Engineers regulatory guidance letter (RGL) 86-10, October 2,1986. Lays
out process for developing SAMPs under the Coastal Zone Management Act.
The RGL states that ideally a SAMP will lead to (1) appropriate local/state
approvals and a Corps general permit or abbreviated processing procedure for
activities in specifically defined situations; and (2) a local/state restriction
(preferably both) for undesirable activities.

26Corps of Engineers regulatory guidance letter (RGL) 88-6, June 27, 1988.
Provides guidance on the administration of nationwide permits. Extensive
guidance is provided on the interpretation of Nationwide Permit 26 [33 C.F.R.
pt. 330, app. A.], which authorizes minor fills in the headwaters of streams
and in isolated waters. This RGL describes the factors which should be
considered in determining if the proposed action will cause a "loss or
substantial adverse modification" of the affected waters.

27Corps of Engineers regulatory guidance letter (RGL) 88-7, July 5,1988. Provides
a form for Section 404 permittees to certify compliance with permit terms and
conditions, and recommends district engineers also employ other non-
traditional methods to ensure compliance, such as working with relevant state
programs.

28Corps of Engineers regulatory guidance letter (RGL) 88-12, September 9,1988.
Clarifies thresholds which, if failed, are cause for termination of permit
review process and denial. Strongest among these thresholds are the denial of
401 certification and nonconcurrence in Coastal Zone Management Plan
consistency. Similarly, the denial of a required local, state, or federal permit
or the denial of a specific local zoning permit are justification for terminating
the evaluation. Thresholds also include violations of: the Endangered Species
Act; Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act; National Historic
Preservation Act; and the Marine Mammal Protection Act.

29Corps of Engineers regulatory guidance letter (RGL) 90-5, July 18, 1990.
Interprets the statutory and regulatory definitions of "discharge of a pollutant"
to the effect that land clearing activities constitute direct discharges and are
subject to Section 404 jurisdiction. Clarifies that land clearing activities which
involve the "redeposit" of soil taken from a wetlands during land clearing
activities generally does constitute a discharge, but allows the Corps some
discretion with regard to landowners who have previously been informed that
no permit is required for their land clearing activities based on earlier RGLs.

30Corps of Engineers regulatory guidance letter (RGL) 90-8, December 14,1990.
Provides additional guidance on the applicability of Section 404 provisions to
certain categories of projects constructed with pilings in waters of the U.S.
(rescinds RGL 88-14). This RGL clarifies that projects whose use of pilings
have the "physical effect of fill" (e.g., where they are so closely spaced that
sediment rates are increased or the pilings themselves essentially replace the
bottom) or have the "functional use and effect of fill" (e.g., where the pilings
serve essentially the same functional use as a solid fill foundation which
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would bring the area into a new, non-aquatic use or would significantly alter
or eliminate aquatic functions and values) will be regulated under Section 404.
The use of pilings on linear structures (e.g., bridges, elevated walkways or
power line structures), piers, boathouses, wharves, marinas, lighthouses and
individual houses built on stilts solely to reduce the potential of flooding will
generally remain outside Section 404 regulation.

State Laws
31Coastal Public Lands Management Act of 1973, as amended 33 Tex. Nat. Res.

Code Ann. §§ 33.001-33.604 (Vernon 1994). Established initial framework for
Texas Coastal Management Program. The Texas Coastal Management
Program (TCMP) now under development follows the guidelines laid out in
this Act and subsequent amendments, most significantly S.B. 1053 of 1991 (see
following citation).

32Coastal Management Plan for Beach Access, Preservation and Enhancement,
Dune Protection and Coastal Erosion, Tex. Nat. Res. Code §§ 33.052-55; 33.201-
208 (Vernon 1994). Amended Chapter 33 of the Natural Resources Code,
establishing the Coastal Coordination Council 33, staffed by Texas General
Land Office, to oversee the development of a Texas Coastal Management Plan
(TCMP). The TCMP is being designed as a "networked program" which will
utilize existing statutes and will not create new agencies or permitting
processes. The CCC will review certain rules, actions and permits of state and
local agencies for consistency with the goals and policies of the TCMP. Draft
rules to implement the TCMP have been published and are scheduled for
adoption in the fall of 1994, though the rules would not take effect until June
1995.

After state adoption, the TCMP will be submitted to NOAA for acceptance into
the federal program. Federal acceptance of the TCMP would give the CCC the
ability to review federal actions and permits for consistency with the goals and
policies of the TCMP as well.

The draft TCMP rules list the Galveston Bay Plan as a potential SAMP. The
CCC must approve the Galveston Bay Plan as a SAMP for consistency
provisions to apply to the Plan's goals, objectives and recommendations.

33Coastal Management Plan for State-Owned Wetlands 1991 Tex. Session Law
Serv. Ch. 265 (Vernon) codified at S.B. 1054, 1991, Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, §
14.002 (Vernon 1994) and Tex. Nat. Res. Code § 33.233-237 (Vernon 1994).
Establishes state policy of no overall net loss of wetlands on state-owned lands
in coastal areas. The act directs the GLO and TPWD to develop and adopt a
"State Wetlands Conservation Plan," with assistance from the TNRCC, other
state agencies, and local governments. S.B. 1054 laid out 18 directives to guide
development of the plan, including developing an inventory of state-owned
coastal wetlands, clarification and unification of mitigation policies, better
coordination of the permitting and enforcement processes, and devising a plan
for state acquisition of coastal wetlands. The State Wetlands Conservation
Plan is expected to be completed after the adoption of the TCMP.
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34Coastal Wetlands Acquisition Act, Tex. Nat. Res. Code §§33.231-33.238 (Vernon
1994). Establishes state policy of protecting coastal wetlands through
acquisition and management. To implement this act, TPWD is authorized to
accept gifts, grants or interests in land, and to acquire coastal wetlands
certified as most essential to the public interest (GLO rules, 31 Tex. Admin.
Code, 31 § 15.52) through purchase or condemnation, fee and I or lesser
interests. TPWD is also authorized to manage the coastal wetlands, including
through the issuance of appropriate rules.

35Coordination, Powers and Duties of Environmental State Agencies S.B. 2,1991,
VACTS, Art. 5421u, §§ 6.01-6.07. In addition to consolidating most state
management of air quality, water quality, and solid waste under the TNRCC,
S.B. 2 also established state wetlands mitigation policy. The act authorizes
state agencies and political subdivisions to establish mitigation banks, through
purchasing or condemnation, and enables public agencies to issue bonds for
this purpose. State agencies and political subdivisions are also authorized to
employ land use controls and other regulatory measures to protect and
manage mitigation banks and surrounding buffer zones.

36Property Tax Redevelopment and Tax Abatement, Chapter 312, Tex. Tax Code.
Establishes provisions under which counties, municipalities and other taxing
units may establish tax abatement procedures and enter into tax abatement
agreements. The code describes procedures for tax abatement programs
aimed at economic development and does not specifically address abatements
for the purposes of habitat protection.

37Tex. Nat. Res. Code, § 51.291. Authorizes GLO to grant easements for rights-of-
way under state-owned submerged land, including easements for pipelines,
transmission lines, and roads (see 31 Tex. Admin. Code, 31, § 13.12 below).

38Tex. Nat. Res. Code, §§ 51.401-51.402. Authorizes GLO to designate a special
fund account for land acquisitions. Under § 51.402(a)(3), GLO is authorized to
acquire lands of unique biological value.

39Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, §§ 11.051-11.056. Establishes special fund which
may be used to acquire habitats of nongame and endangered species. The fund
is maintained through donations, interest revenues, revenues from purchased
lands and the sale of wildlife art prints, decals and stamps.

40Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, § 13.008. Enables TPWD to solicit and receive
donations of land for state park purposes.

41Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, §§ 13.101-102. Gives Tex. Parks and Wild.
Commission authority to promulgate rules governing the conservation,
preservation and use of state property, whether natural features or
constructed facilities.

42Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, §§ 43.301-43.309. Establishes TPWD Waterfowl
Stamp program. Funds from the sale of these stamps, which are a
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requirement for hunting waterfowl in Texas, may be spent on the acquisition,
lease, or development of waterfowl habitats in the state.

43Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, §§ 78.001-78.002 Authorizes TPWD permit program
for the taking of clams, mussels, and other mollusks (other than oysters,
which have their own rules). Licenses issued shall designate the waters in
which such activities are allowed.

44Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, § 86.002. Texas Parks and Wildlife permitting
authority for removal of marl, sand, gravel, shell, and mudshell under TPWD
management. A permit is required for the removal or disturbance of these
materials, or for any activity which will disturb oysters bed or fishing waters,
except those activities which are necessary or incidental to navigation or
dredging under state or federal authority.

45Tex. Water Code, § 26.023. Gives TNRCC authority to set state water quality
standards.

State Regulations
46General Land Office Rules for Certification of Wetlands, 31 Tex. Admin. Code §

15.52. Criteria for GLO certification of essential coastal wetlands, as pertains
to TPWD acquisition (Natural Resources Code § 33.234).

47The "Clear Lake Rule" 31 Tex. Admin. Code § 155.9. Special guidelines for Clear
Lake to manage the cumulative impacts of development and recreational use.
These guidelines generally prohibit dredging in vegetated wetlands and non-
vegetated wetlands less than three feet in depth. The rule also provides
guidelines for access channels, boat basins, sanitation, bulkheads and piers
and marinas.

48General Land Office Rights-of-Way Guidelines for Activities in Wetlands, 31
Tex. Admin. Code, § 13.12. GLO guidelines for rights-of-way for projects such
as pipelines, transmission lines, water lines and sewer lines. Habitat
protection measures in the guidelines for pipeline cut and fill activities
include: conforming backfill to the natural bottom profile of the submerged
land; undertaking preventive measures against shoreline erosion; avoiding
when feasible shell reefs, submerged grass beds and marshes. Regarding
transmission line construction, the guidelines stress the use of existing
structures and rights-of-way to minimize the need for new poles or towers, and
the use of erosion preventive measures for projects at the shoreline.

49General Land Office Rules for Leases or Easements on Coastal Public Lands, 31
Tex. Admin. Code § 155.3. Project activity guidelines for GLO review of
applications for leases or easements for certain activities on coastal public
lands, pursuant to Chapter 33, Texas Natural Resource Code (Coastal
Management Legislation). Activities covered under these rules include:
docks, piers and wharves; channels, boards or ship basins; dredged materials
disposal areas; jetties, groins and breakwaters; bulkheads and seawalls;
marinas; and landfills. The rules are geared toward minimizing negative
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impacts on valuable habitat, such as wetlands, oyster reefs, coastal public
marshes and grass flats. They also include project design provisions to
minimize erosion and negative water quality impacts of lease or easement
activities.

50Texas Coastal Management Program Proposed Rules, 31 Tex. Admin. Code §§
501-506 (Published in the Texas Register, Vol. 19, No. 50, July 5, 1994). The
public comment period on these proposed rules has been extended to
September 6, 1994, after which time the CCC will consider adoption. Section
504.8 states that subject to approval of a CCMP under the CWA, the CCC shall
consider adopting all or part of the CCMP as a SAMP. Other pertinent
sections include §505.11, which outlines the state and local actions subject to
the coastal management program and §506.12 which outlines the federal
actions subject to the coastal management program.

51Texas Surface Water Quality Standards 31 Tex. Admin. Code § 307.2. Water
Quality Standards for all surface waters in the state, including wetlands
(during periods of surface inundation). At present, wetlands are not a site-
specific water use in these rules, and hence do not have individual criteria.
These standards must be updated and/or revised trienially and presented to
EPA for approval. The TNRCC is currently developing revised standards for
adoption and submittal in the fall of 1994. Wetlands criteria have been
considered as an addition to the standards in this revision cycle, but no final
decision has been made.
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Species Population Protection Action Plan

SP-l Implement a Bay-Wide Effort to Strengthen Species
Management

Enforceable Policies
No immediate enforceable policies are called for in this action, which
recommends the formation of a Galveston Bay Species Advisory Committee. This
committee, once formed, may develop proposed enforceable policies in the future.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation
• Endangered Species Act (ESA)3

• Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act4

Actions Needed
• GBP establish permanent interagency species advisory committee.
• Committee develop plans and policies, as necessary.

SP-2 Return Oyster Shell to Designated Locations Within the Bay

Enforceable Policies
This action calls for the development of a program which results in oyster shells
gathered by commercial harvesters being returned to designated locations in the
bay to create additional reef acreage. The TPWD has been working on this
program, but funding constraints have delayed its initiation.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, §§ 76.006, 76.03316

Actions Needed
• TPWD complete development of its program, including appropriate

regulations requiring return of oyster shells to designated locations. This
action can be undertaken through TPWD's permit program covering
commercial oyster harvesting.

SP-3 Promote the Development of Oyster Reefs Using Alternate
Materials

Enforceable Policies
This action is not enforceable, as such. TPWD development of statewide artificial
reef plan, including streamlining permitting and leasing procedures and
encouraging the use of alternative materials would help facilitate
implementation.
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LaivslRegulations Relevant to Implementation
• National Fishing Enhancement Act6
• Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, Chapter 8918

• GLO Rules for Leases or Easements on Coastal Public Lands19

Actions Needed
• TPWD develop artificial reef plan for Galveston Bay, including preferred sites,

streamlined permitting and leasing process, and encouraging the use of
alternative materials.

SP-4 Set Aside a Portion of Reef Habitat as Scientific Research Areas
or Preserves

Enforceable Policies
This action calls for setting aside a portion(s) of reef habitat as scientific research
areas or preserves. This could potentially be achieved through a federal National
Estuarine Research Reserve (NERR) designation and/or through the state
artificial reef plan with concurrence of the Governor.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation
Coastal Zone Management Act2

Wallop-Breaux Act7
Coastal Public Lands Management Act of 1973, as amended, section 33.104(b)12

Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, § 76.30216
Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, Chapter 8918

Actions Needed
• TPWD identify appropriate locations, pursue NERR designation and/or

incorporate reef research reserve designations into state artificial reef plan.
• Additional legislative/regulatory actions may be required, if restrictions to be

put on the reserve are outside the purview of TPWD.

SP-5 Encourage Continued Development of Gear to Reduce
Commercial Bycatch

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are called for in this action.

SP-6 Conduct Educational Programs About Catch and Release

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are called for in this action.
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SP-7 Investigate Potential Measures to Reduce Impingement and
Entrainment

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are called for directly in this action. However, EPA is
currently developing regulations setting forth power generation station intake
standards. Also, the proposed TCMP rules state that facilities that use once-
through cooling shall be located and designed to have the least adverse impact
practicable, including impingement and entrainment of estuarine organisms.

Lams/Regulations Relevant to Implementation
• Clean Water Act (CWA) [Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972]

(Specifically § 1326, pertaining to Thermal Discharges)1

• Coastal Public Lands Management Act of 1973, as amended12

• Texas Coastal Management Program Proposed Rules20

SP-8 Develop Management Plans for Endangered or Threatened
Species

Enforceable Policies
This action calls for the TPWD to identify and develop management plans for the
diamondback terrapin and other endangered, threatened or candidate species,
and develop appropriate implementation measures. It also calls for the TPWD to
adopt management plans already in place for sea turtles and other endangered
species.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Endangered Species Act3

• Fish and Wildlife Service Regulations for Endangered Species10

• Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, Chapter 6815

• Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, § 83.00617

Actions Needed
• TPWD identify species present in the Galveston Bay Estuary which are

endangered or candidate endangered species.
• For those species lacking management plans, including the diamondback

terrapin, TPWD will adopt NMFS or USFWS management plans, or develop a
Galveston Bay management plan for protection of the endangered species.

SP-9 Improve Enforcement of Prohibitions Against the Introduction
of Exotic Species

Enforcement Action
Improve enforcement of prohibitions against the introduction of exotic species.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Endangered Species Act3
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Lacey Act5

Fish and Wildlife Service Regulations for Importation, Exportation, and
Transportation of Wildlife8

Fish and Wildlife Service Regulations for Injurious Species9

Fish and Wildlife Service Regulations for Endangered Species10

Fish and Wildlife Service Regulations for Convention on International Trade11

Tex. Parks and Wild. Code, § 66.00712

Actions Needed
• TPWD improve enforcement of existing regulations against introduction of

exotic species.
• FWS pursue introduction of federal legislation regulating the introduction of

exotic species, including prohibition of the discharge of bilge water within the
Galveston Bay system.

• FWS, TPWD, and USCG enforce the prohibition.

SP-10 Identify and Implement Techniques for the Control of Problem
Exotic Species

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are called for in this action. However, it does recommend
that TPWD identify effective techniques for control of exotic species. Such
techniques could possibly require changes in state laws and regulations
governing hunting and commercial fisheries.

Applicable Laws and Regulations

Federal Laws

iClean Water Act (CWA) [Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972], as
amended, Pub. L. 92-500, Oct. 18, 1972, 86 Stat. 816 (12 U.S.C. § 24; 15 U.S.C. §§
633, 636; See 31 U.S.C. § 1305; 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 to 1265,1281 to 1292,1311 to 1328,
1341 to 1345, 1361 to 1376). The Clean Water Act provides regulatory authority
over wetlands to the Corps and EPA. Relevant sections include:

Section 316 33 U.S.C. § 1326 requires effluent limitations and cooling intake
structures to assure the continued balance and population of shellfish, fish
and wildlife in the affected body of water.

2Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (CZMA), PL 92-583,16 U.S.C. § 1461. In
addition to creating the Federal Coastal Zone Management Program, the
CZMA established the National Estuarine Research Reserve (NERR) program.
Portions of estuaries representative of regional estuarine ecosystems may be
designated as NERRs by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). This designation would require a request from the
Governor, along with appropriate documentation, and approval by NOAA.
NERRs are eligible for limited direct federal funding, as well as competitive
research grants. The designation does not impose any federal regulatory
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restrictions on the reserve, although states may pass laws to restrict activities
which would negatively impact the NERR.

3Endangered Species Act (ESA), 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 et. seq. Acknowledges that one
of the major reasons for the decline of species is habitat destruction and
requires that federal agencies conserve endangered species. The ESA enables
the USFWS and the NMFS to render a judgment on any activity federally
funded or requiring a federal permit which will adversely affect an
endangered or threatened species, and that such actions cannot result in the
destruction or adverse modification of habitat of endangered species. The ESA
has been interpreted in court decisions to mean that protection of endangered
species is to be given priority over the primary missions of federal agencies.

The ESA also provides for the development of comprehensive management
plans for endangered species. The purpose of these plans is to determine in
advance the impacts of certain activities on endangered species habitat and to
identify appropriate regulatory measures and I or mitigation steps, if any. The
management plans allow for comprehensive consideration of the impacts of
activities on endangered species, rather than on a permit by permit basis.

Section 1537 16 U.S.C. § 1537 give the USFWS the authority to take actions
necessary to protect endangered species, and restrict access of certain species
into the United States through designated ports.

4Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, as amended 16 U.S.C. §§662-667. Requires
that federal agencies consider fish and wildlife values when planning projects
or acting on plans, with particular emphasis placed on water development
projects. It requires the agency taking an action to consult with the USFWS,
NMFS, and, in Texas, the TPWD, to determine potential impacts on fish and
wildlife before the project is undertaken. The act is intended to mitigate
impacts on fish and wildlife and to give equal consideration to their value in
project design.

5Lacey Act, 18 U.S.C. § 42. Gives the Secretary of Interior the authority to
designate the importation of any species as injurious to humans, wildlife, or
wildlife habitat. Once determined injurious the imported species shall be
exported or destroyed at the expense of the importer or consignee.

6National Fishing Enhancement Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1220, and 16 U.S.C. §§ 2101-
2106.

7Wallop-Breaux Amendments to the Dingell-Johnson Act (Federal Aid in Sport
Fish Restoration Act of 1950 (with amendments)), 16 U.S.C. §§ 77.001.
Reauthorization of the Dingell-Johnson Act, which provides a grant program
with State fish and wildlife agencies for sport fish management, boating
access, and aquatic education. The Wallop-Breaux amendment increased
revenue sources as well, and subsequently resulted in the creation of the new
competitive National Coastal Wetlands Conservation Grants to coastal states to
acquire, restore, enhance or manage coastal ecosystems.
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Federal Regulations
8Fish and Wildlife Service Regulations for Importation, Exportation, and

Transportation of Wildlife, 50 C.F.R. §14. Regulations which designate
Customs ports of entry for wildlife, and provisions for the importation and
transportation of wildlife. Established the license requirement to import or
export wildlife.

9Fish and Wildlife Service Regulations for Injurious Species, 50 C.F.R. § 16. Any
importation of live or dead species that is deemed injurious or potentially
injurious is prohibited. Any transport of these species within the United States
or it's territories is also prohibited.

10Fish and Wildlife Service Regulations for Endangered Species, 50 C.F.R. § 17.
Requirements for the completion of endangered species management plans (§
17.22). Also restricts the import, export and transport of endangered species.
Provides that no Federal agency may authorize, fund, or carry out actions
which may cause destruction or adverse modification to essential habitats (§
17.54).

11Fish and Wildlife Service Regulations for Convention on International Trade, 50
C.F.R. § 23. Designates the Secretary of Interior to work with the Secretary of
State to implement the Convention of International Trade as it relates to
endangered species. Restricts the importation and exportation of endangered
species.

State Laws
12Coastal Public Lands Management Act of 1973, as amended 33 Tex. Nat. Res.

Code Ann. §§ 33.001-33.604 (Vernon 1994). Established initial framework for
Texas' Coastal Zone Management Program. The Texas Coastal Management
Program (TCMP) now under development follows the guidelines laid out in
this Act and subsequent amendments, most significantly S.B. 1053 of 1991 (see
following citation).

13Coastal Management Plan for Beach Access, Preservation and Enhancement,
Dune Protection and Coastal Erosion, Tex. Nat. Res. Code §§ 33.052-55; 33.201-
208 (Vernon 1994). Amended Chapter 33 of the Natural Resources Code,
establishing the Coastal Coordination Council 33, staffed by Texas General
Land Office, to oversee the development of a Texas Coastal Management Plan
(TCMP). The TCMP is being designed as a "networked program" which will
utilize existing statutes and will not create new agencies or permitting
processes. The CCC will review certain rules, actions and permits of state and
local agencies for consistency with the goals and policies of the TCMP. Draft
rules to implement the TCMP have been published and are scheduled for
adoption in the fall of 1994, though the rules would not take effect until June
1995.

After state adoption, the TCMP will be submitted to NOAA for acceptance into
the federal program. Federal acceptance of the TCMP would give the CCC the
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ability to review federal actions and permits for consistency with the goals and
policies of the TCMP as well.

The draft TCMP rules list the Galveston Bay Plan as a potential SAMP. The
CCC must approve the Galveston Bay Plan as a SAMP for consistency
provisions to apply to the Plan's goals, objectives and recommendations.

14Tex. Parks and Wildlife Code, § 66.007. Prohibits the introduction of exotic
harmful or potentially harmful fish, shellfish and aquatic plants into the
waters of the state, except as authorized by rule or permit issued by the TPWD.
The "exotic" species covered by this section are nonindigenous fish, shellfish
or exotic plants which are not normally found in public waters of the state.
TPWD is required to publish a list of exotic species covered by this section.

15Tex. Parks and Wildlife Code, Chapter 68. Gives the TPWD management
authority over endangered species in the state, including those on the U.S. list
of endangered native fish and wildlife, and the list offish or wildlife threatened
with statewide extinction, as filed by the director of TPWD. Under this
chapter, TPWD has authority to issue and enforce regulations against the
taking and/or sale of endangered species, unless the species were lawfully
raised in captivity for commercial purposes under a TPWD permit, or were
lawfully taken in another state.

16Tex. Parks and Wildlife Code, Chapter 76. Authorizes the TPWD to regulate
and manage the taking, possession, purchase and sale of oysters. Establishes
TPWD certification program for creating oyster beds for purposes of private
harvesting (§ 76.006). Authorizes TPWD permitting program for the
harvesting of oysters, including giving TPWD the authority to make other
conditions and regulations to protect and conserve oysters on public reefs and
beds (§ 76.033). Establishes TPWD oyster research program (§ 76.302).

17Tex. Parks and Wildlife Code, § 83.006. Authorizes TPWD along with county
and/or city governments to participate in the development of regional habitat
conservation plans to protect and manage endangered species. If the regional
habitat conservation plan is approved by FWS. Cities and counties may impose
specific requirements prescribed in the regional conservation plans through
ordinances, rules or regulations.

18Tex. Parks and Wildlife Code, Chapter 89. Authorizes TPWD to develop a
statewide artificial reef plan, in accordance with the National Fishing
Enhancement Act, and to develop operational guidelines, permitting
procedures and funding mechanisms for artificial reef creation. State
general revenues may not be expended towards implementing the artificial
reef plan, though TPWD may accept grants, donations and other forms of
public and private assistance through a dedicated artificial reef fund
(Subchapter C). TPWD may use the artificial reef fund to implement the
artificial reef plan, including siting, design, development, monitoring and
otherwise managing the artificial reefs.
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State Regulations
19General Land Office Rules for Leases or Easements on Coastal Public Lands, 31

Tex. Admin. Code § 155.3. Project activity guidelines for GLO review of
applications for leases or easements for certain activities on coastal public
lands, pursuant to Chapter 33, Texas Natural Resources Code (Coastal
Management Legislation). Activities covered under these rules include:
docks, piers and wharves; channels, boards or ship basins; dredged materials
disposal areas; jetties, groins and breakwaters; bulkheads and seawalls;
marinas; and landfills. The rules are geared toward minimizing negative
impacts on valuable habitat, such as wetlands, oyster reefs, coastal public
marshes and grass flats. They also include project design provisions to
minimize erosion and negative water quality impacts of lease or easement
activities.

20Texas Coastal Management Program Proposed Rules, 31 Tex. Admin. Code §§
501-506 (Published in the Texas Register, Vol. 19, No. 50, July 5, 1994). CCC
proposed rules state that facilities that use once-through cooling shall be
located and designed to have the least adverse impact practicable, including
impingement and entrainment of estuarine organisms.
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Public Health Protection Action Plan

PH-1 Develop a Seafood Consumption Safety Program

Enforceable Policies
This action recommends development of standards, a risk assessment
methodology and risk management process, and increased monitoring to protect
the health of consumers of Galveston Bay seafood. Enforceable policies resulting
from this action will be based on the findings of the monitoring program, and may
include the enforcement of state health and safety and/or water quality laws.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation
Food and Drug Administration, proposed HACCP regulations1

Tex. Health and Safety Code, § 121.0032

Tex. Health and Safety Code, § 341.0373

Tex. Health and Safety Code, § 370.0014

Tex. Health and Safety Code, § 436.001-0265

Tex. Health and Safety Code, § 436.0266

Tex. Health and Safety Code, § 503.0017

(other water quality laws may apply as well)

Actions Needed
• TDK, TPWD, TNRCC and local governments enforce applicable laws to

eliminate contaminant sources.

PH-2 Enhance the TDK Shellfish Sanitation Program

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are recommended in this action.

PH-3 Develop Contact Recreation Advisory Program

Enforceable Policies
Enforceable policies resulting from this action may include the following:

• Development of new water quality indicators for contact recreation safety other
than the current TNRCC fecal coliform standards.

• Increased monitoring and closure of unsafe areas to contact recreation.
• Enforcement of applicable water quality laws.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation
• Tex. Health and Safety Code, § 121.0032

• Tex. Water Code, § 26.0233
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• (other water quality laws may apply as well)

Actions Needed
• TDH and TNRCC evaluate and possibly develop new indicators for contact

recreation safety (other than current fecal coliform standards).
• Local governments coordinate with TDH to close unsafe areas to contact

recreation.
• TNRCC enforce applicable water quality laws.

Applicable Laws and Regulations

Federal Regulations

iFood and Drug Administration, proposed HACCP regulations 21 C.F.R. Parts
123 and 1240. Proposed regulations to ensure the safe processing and importing of
finfish, shellfish, crustaceans and other aquatic animals (other than birds), and
fishery products. These procedures include the monitoring of selected processes
in accordance with Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) principles.
HACCP is a preventative system of hazard controls that allows processors and
importers to evaluate the kinds of hazards in their operations and to institute
controls necessary to eliminate the potential hazards.

State Laws
2Tex. Health and Safety Code, § 121.003. Enables cities and counties to "enforce
any law that is reasonably necessary to protect the public health."

3Tex. Health and Safety Code, § 341.037. Directs TDH to enforce state laws and
take other necessary action to protect state waters from "any condition or pollution
that results from sewage and that may endanger the public health."

4Tex. Health and Safety Code, §§ 370.001 et. seq. Contains provisions of the Texas
Toxic Chemical Release Reporting Act.

5Tex. Health and Safety Code, § 436.001-026. 25 Tex. Admin. Code § 241.1 et seq.
(TDH shellfish sanitation rules). Prohibits taking of aquatic life or shellfish from
prohibited areas, provides direction to TDH on declaration of prohibited areas, and
contains related health and safety provisions.

6Tex. Health & Safety Code, § 436.026. Directs TPWD officers to assist TDH in
enforcing provisions of the shellfish subchapter (§ 436.011-026) and gives Parks &
Wildlife officers sole responsibility for enforcing the prohibition against taking
shellfish from polluted areas (§ 436.018 Tex. Health and Safety Code).

7Tex. Health & Safety Code, § 503.001 et seq. 25 Tex. Admin. Code §§ 1001.1 et. seq.
Authorizes the creation of an interagency Toxic Substances Coordinating
Committee to coordinate state research, regulation and related activities and to
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promote coordinated health risk assessments under the leadership of TDH
(Coordinating Committee now includes a Fish Contamination Subcommittee).

8Tex. Water Code, § 26.023. 30 Tex. Admin. Code § 307. Authorizes TNRCC to set
state surface water quality standards, including the definition of designated water
uses (e.g., contact recreation) to be protected for particular water bodies.
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Freshwater Inflow and Bay Circulation Action Plan

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Tex. Water Code, §§ 11.149112, 16.01213 and 16.05816

Action Needed
• TWDB/TPWD will complete current studies as required by statute.

FW-2 Expand Streamflow, Sediment Loading, and Rainfall
Monitoring

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are recommended in this action.

FW-3 Establish Management Strategies for Meeting Freshwater
Inflow Needs

Enforceable Policies
This action involves the development of a multi-agency flexible management plan
for freshwater inflow to the bay. No enforceable policies are included in this
action, however the CCC may review the freshwater inflow plan and after public
comment, may incorporate it into the TCMP.

FW-4 Establish Inflow Regulations to Protect the Ecological Needs of
the Estuary

Enforceable Policies
The comprehensive freshwater inflow plan recommended in FW-3 and the
recommendations in FW-4 may require the following changes in existing statutes
to provide for more comprehensive watershed-based processes for management of
inflow which recognize the ecological needs of the estuary:

• Amend Section 11 024 of the Tex. Water Code to increase the priority given to
beneficial freshwater inflows to estuaries.
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Needs for the Bay

Enforceable Policies
TWDB and TPWD are working jointly to complete current freshwater inflow
studies.



• Extending the boundary for which conditions on estuary inflow needs could be
imposed on permits to store, take, or divert waters to the entire Galveston Bay
watershed (current statute limits this to 200 river miles from the coast).

• Extend the consistency review boundary for permits to store, take, or divert
water for the entire Galveston Bay watershed (proposed TCMP rules limit such
review to 200 river miles from the coast).

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
Coastal Zone Management Act1

Tex. Water Code § 11.02410
Tex. Water Code § 11.147"-
Tex. Nat. Res. Code, Chapter 337,8

Texas Coastal Management Program Proposed Rules18

Action Needed
• TNRCC/Galveston Bay Office pursue legislation to modify Section 11.024 of the

Tex. Water Code, raising the priority given to beneficial inflows to estuaries;
pursue legislation to modify Section 11.147 of the Tex. Water Code to allow the
TNRCC to expand the scope of its review of permits to store, take, or divert
water on bays and estuaries beyond the current 200 mile limit.

• CCC change TCMP rules to allow for consistency review on permits to store,
take, or divert water on bays and estuaries beyond the current 200 mile limit.

F W • 5 Explore Means of Providing Sediment to the Estuary

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are recommended in this action.

F W - 6 Reduce Water Consumption

Enforceable Policies
This action calls for reducing water consumption to ensure adequate freshwater
inflows to the bay over the long term. Existing statutes authorize TWDB to work
with municipalities and other water utilities to encourage the installation of low
water use devices and adoption of strategies for reducing per capita water usage.
TWDB also has the authority to provide funding for pilot programs and to develop
and adopt a regional conservation plan into the Texas Water Plan. These tools
will provide important policy guidance. However, the actual reduction of water
consumption is beyond TWDB control and is, as such, not an enforceable policy.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation
• Tex. Water Code §§ 1.0039,16.05114,16.05515

Action Needed
• TWDB develop long-term water conservation plan to help ensure adequate

freshwater inflows to the Galveston Bay Estuary; incorporate into the Texas
Water Plan.

• TWDB will work with local governments to implement the water conservation
plan's recommendations.
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FW-7 Evaluate the Effects of Channels and Structures on Bay
Circulation, Habitats, and Species

Enforcement Action
This action calls for studies to evaluate the effects of channels and structures on
bay circulation. Based on the results of these evaluations, the action calls for
expanding existing review mechanisms to ensure that freshwater inflow needs,
sediment and nutrient transport, and circulation patterns within the bay are
taken into account in the review of proposed construction of structures such as
tidal and near tidal dikes, levees, impoundment's, channels, and disposal sites.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
Coastal Zone Management Act1

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act2

National Environmental Policy Act3

Rivers and Harbors Act4

Corps of Engineers NEPA Regulations5

Guidelines for Review of Fish and Wildlife Aspects of Proposals in or Affecting
Navigable Waters6

Tex. Nat. Res. Code, Chapter 337,8

Tex. Water Code § 11.14711

The "Clear Lake Rule"17

Texas Coastal Management Program Proposed Rules18

Actions Needed
• TNRCC will complete studies and develop evaluation techniques for structures

and channels.
• CCC adoption of TCMP rules; adoption of Galveston Bay Plan as a SAMP.
• NOAA acceptance of the TCMP into the Federal CZMA program.
• CCC, TNRCC and GLO institute a review process, based on studies and

evaluation techniques, under their respective review authorities
(CZMA/TCMP Consistency, Tex. Water Code, Section 11.147)

• Federal review agencies employ evaluation techniques in reviewing projects
under NEPA and FWCA.

Applicable Laws and Regulations

Federal Laws

iCoastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (CZMA) Pub. L. 92-583,16 U.S.C. §§ 1451-
1464. The CZMA establishes a program under which states can plan and
"zone" coastal areas to protect critical coastal resources (i.e., economic
potential, habitat, scenic characteristics). The CZMA does not set regulatory
standards that states must follow but does provide guidelines for coastal
protections. States with federally-approved Coastal Management Plans are
eligible for certain federal funding. The CZMA also provides states with the
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authority to review federal actions, funding and permits within the coastal
zone for consistency with their Coastal Management Plans.

2Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA), as amended 16 U.S.C. §§ 662-667.
Requires that federal agencies consider fish and wildlife values when
planning projects or acting on plans, with particular emphasis placed on
water development projects. It requires the agency taking an action to consult
with the USFWS, NMFS, and, in Texas, the TPWD, to determine potential
impacts on fish and wildlife before the project is undertaken. The act is
intended to mitigate impacts on fish and wildlife and to give equal considera-
tion to their value in project design.

3National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4347.
Requires major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human
environment to include a detailed statement on the environmental impact, and
relationship between short-term uses and long-term productivity of the
resource.

4Rivers and Harbors Act 1899 (Section 10), 33 U.S.C. § 403. Provides the Corps
with sole permitting authority over construction projects in "navigable waters
of the United States." Pursuant to Section 10, the Corps retains the authority to
regulate the excavation, construction or placement of structures in navigable
waters of the United States, whether or not a discharge of dredged or fill
material is involved. Due to the similarities between Section 404 (CWA) and
Section 10 programs, most proposed activities involving the discharge of
dredged or fill materials are usually evaluated in a joint Section 404/10
permitting procedure.

Federal Regulations
5Corps of Engineers NEPA Regulations, 33 C.F.R. Part 230. Regulations guiding

implementation of the procedural provisions of NEPA for the Civil Works
Program of the Corps, including wetlands permits. These rules describe those
actions which normally require an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)—
generally feasibility reports for authorization of major projects, major
increases in project size, or significant changes in operations and lor
maintenance of existing projects. Other actions normally require an
Environmental Assessment (EA), but not necessarily an EIS. These generally
include regulatory actions, discretionary changes in projects already
underway, and changes in construction, operations, and maintenance
activities which were not considered in an original project EIS or EA. An EA
will either result in a "finding of no significant impact (FONSI)" or a finding
that an EIS will be required.

Other Regulatory Guidance
6Guidelines for Review of Fish and Wildlife Aspects of Proposals in or Affecting

Navigable Waters, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), 40 Fed. Reg., Page
No. 231 (1975). Guidelines for USFWS review of proposals in or affecting
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navigable waters that are authorized or carried out by the federal government.
The guidelines cover various types of projects, including docks, marinas, port
facilities, bulkheads and jetties. USFWS derives its review authority from the
Fish and Wildlife Coordination, NEPA, ESA and CZMA. Other federal laws
which provide for USFWS review of projects in navigable waters not previously
cited in this chapter include: the Estuary Protection Act (16 U.S.C. § 1224); the
Department of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. § 1653(f)); the Airport and Airway
Development Act (49 U.S.C. §§ 1712(c), (f), 1716(c)(4); 84 Stat. 222, 227); and the
Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act (16 U.S.C. § 1008).

State Laws
7Coastal Public Lands Management Act of 1973, as amended 33 Tex. Nat. Res.

Code Ann. §§ 33.001-33.604 (Vernon 1994). Established initial framework for
Texas' Coastal Zone Management Program. The Texas Coastal Management
Program (TCMP) now under development follows the guidelines laid out in
this Act and subsequent amendments, most significantly S.B. 1053 of 1991 (see
following citation).

8Coastal Management Plan for Beach Access, Preservation and Enhancement,
Dune Protection and Coastal Erosion, (S.B. 1053), Tex. Nat. Res. Code §§ 33.052-
55; 33.201-208 (Vernon 1994). Amended Chapter 33 of the Tex. Nat. Res. Code
establishing the Coastal Coordination Council, staffed by Texas General Land
Office, to oversee the development of a Texas Coastal Management Plan
(TCMP). The TCMP is being designed as a "networked program" which will
utilize existing statutes and will not create new agencies or permitting
processes. The CCC will review certain rules, actions, and permits of state
and local agencies for consistency with the goals and policies of the TCMP.
Draft rules to implement the TCMP have been published and are scheduled for
adoption in the fall of 1994, though the rules would not take effect until June
1995.

After state adoption, the TCMP will be submitted to NOAA for acceptance into
the federal program. Federal acceptance of the TCMP would give the CCC the
ability to review federal actions and permits for consistency with the goals and
policies of the TCMP as well.

The draft TCMP rules list the Galveston Bay National Estuary Program as a
potential Special Area Management Plan (SAMP). The CCC must approve the
Galveston Bay Plan as a SAMP for consistency provisions to apply to the Plan's
goals, objectives and recommendations.

9Tex. Water Code § 1.003. Declares as public policy of the state the conservation of
water resources and the "maintenance of a proper ecological environment of
the bays and estuaries of Texas and the health of related living marine
resources."

10Tex. Water Code § 11.024. Establishes state preferences for water
appropriations, in the following order: (1) domestic and municipal uses; (2)
industrial uses; (3) irrigation; (4) mining and recovery of minerals; (5)
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hydroelectric power; (6) navigation; (7) recreation and pleasure; and, (8) other
beneficial uses.

nTex. Water Code § 11.147. Requires that the Texas Natural Resource
Conservation Commission (TNRCC) include in the conditions for a permit to
store, take or divert state water, specific requirements to maintain beneficial
inflows to any affected bays and estuary systems. These provisions apply to
permits within 200 river miles of the coast.

12Tex. Water Code, § 11.1491. Directs the TPWD and the TNRCC to review jointly
the bay and estuary studies required under Section 16.058 to "determine inflow
conditions necessary for the bays and estuaries, and to provide information
necessary for water resources management."

13Tex. Water Code, § 16.012. Directs the executive administrator and staff of the
TWDB to make studies, investigations and surveys of the occurrence, quantity,
quality and availability of the surface water and groundwater of the state,
including investigation of "the effects of fresh water inflows upon the bays and
estuaries of Texas."

14Tex. Water Code, § 16.051. Directs the executive administrator of the TWDB to
"prepare, develop and formulate a comprehensive state water plan" to include
consideration of the "effect of upstream development on the bays, estuaries,
and arms of the Gulf of Mexico."

15Tex. Water Code, § 16.055. Establishes that the state water plan shall be a
flexible guide to state policy for the development of water resources and that the
TNRCC shall take the plan into account, but is not bound by the plan.

16Tex. Water Code, § 16.058. Assigns joint responsibility to the TWDB and the
TPWD to work with other appropriate government agencies to "establish and
maintain on a continuous basis a bay and estuary data collection and
evaluation program" and conduct studies to determine "bay conditions
necessary to support a sound ecological environment." Also provided that the
bay and estuary studies be completed by December 31, 1989, although work has
continued beyond this mandated deadline.

State Regulations
17The "Clear Lake Rule," 31 Tex. Admin. Code §155.9. Special guidelines for Clear

Lake to manage the cumulative impacts of development and recreational use.
These guidelines generally prohibit dredging in vegetated wetlands and non-
vegetated wetlands less than three feet in depth. The rule also provides
guidelines for access channels, boat basins, sanitation, bulkheads and piers
and marinas.

18Texas Coastal Management Program Proposed Rules, 31 Tex. Admin. Code §§
501-506 (Published in the Tex. Reg. July 5, 1994J. The public comment period
on these proposed rules has been extended to September 6,1994, after which
time the CCC will consider adoption. The proposed amendment to Tex.
Admin. Code, title 31 § 504.8 states that subject to approval of a CCMP under
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the CWA, the CCC shall consider adopting all or part of the CCMP as a SAMP.
Other pertinent sections include Section 505.11, which outlines the state and
local actions subject to the coastal management program and Section 506.12
outlines the federal actions subject of coastal management program.
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Spills/Dumping Action Plan

SD-l Promote Planning to Facilitate Natural Resource Damage
Assessments

Enforceable Policies
Facilitate the Natural Resources Damage Assessment (NRDA) process by
advance pre-spill planning that includes the following elements: (1) agreement
among natural resource trustees (i.e., USFWS, NOAA, GLO, TNRCC, and
TPWD) on the methodologies available to assess damages for various size spills of
contaminants affecting different environments; (2) assignment of responsibility
for collecting perishable data during the early stages of a spill; (3) procedures to be
used in selecting a lead administrative trustee at the time of the spill; and (4)
other administrative and procedural matters to facilitate timely initiation of
natural resource damage assessments.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
Clean Water Act (CWA)i
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act2

Oil Pollution Act3
Tex. Nat. Res. Code §§ 40.001 et. seq.8

Tex. Nat. Res. Code § 40.107(c)(l)9

Tex. Water Code, Subchapter G, Chapter 2610

Actions Needed
• Natural resource trustees establish an MOU to delineate the roles of the

trustees during a spill and detail procedures for coordinating joint
assessments. All provisions of the MOU will be compatible with applicable
state and federal statutes and regulations.

• NOAA complete development of its regulations to address damage
assessments for oil spills as directed by the Oil Pollution Act.

SD-2 Identify Simplified Damage Assessment Procedures for Small
Oil Spills

Enforceable Policies
Develop simplified procedures, such as a compensation table, to assess natural
resource damages from small oil spills within Galveston Bay. Establish a
restoration framework to guide natural resource trustees in applying damage
recoveries in an efficient and effective manner.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act (CWA)1

• Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act2
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• Oil Pollution Act3

• Tex. Nat. Res. Code § 40.001 et. seq.8
• Tex. Nat. Res. Code § 40.107(c)(l)9

• Tex. Water Code, Subchapter G, Chapter 2610

Actions Needed
• GBP will assist natural resource trustees in developing a compensation table

for oil spills in Galveston Bay based on the size, type, and location of a spill.
Design of the table will be consistent with applicable state and federal statutes
and regulations, and will describe special data collection procedures tailored to
the conditions of the spill.

• NOAA complete development of its regulations to address damage
assessments for oil spills as directed by the Oil Pollution Act.

SD-3 Facilitate Effective Restoration of Galveston Bay's Natural
Resources Damaged by Spills

Enforceable Policies
Identify bay-wide restoration needs to be considered by the natural resource
trustees during planning for and restoration of natural resources injured by
releases of oil or hazardous substances. The actual restoration of such resources
will be accomplished by the natural resource trustees using recovered damages.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
Clean Water Act (CWA), as amended1

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act2

Oil Pollution Act3
Tex. Nat. Res. Code §§ 40.001 et seq8

Tex. Nat. Res. Code § 40.107(c)(l)9

Tex. Water Code, Subchapter G, Chapter 2610

Actions Needed
• GBP will contribute to an effective and coordinated restoration program (1) by

providing available baseline data on pre-release conditions in affected areas of
the bay, and (2) by facilitating public review of the restoration plan and
approval of related permits. In turn, the natural resource trustees will
provide the GBP with data regarding the fate and effects of spilled oil and
hazardous substances on Galveston Bay resources. Providing data gathered
through the damage assessment process will be subject to applicable litigation
constraints.

SD-4 Facilitate Spill Cleanup by Advance Shoreline Characterization

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are recommended in this action.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation
• Tex. Nat. Res. Code § 40.001 et. seq.8
• Tex. Nat. Res. Code § 40.107(c)(l)9
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SD-5 Improve Trash Management Near the Shoreline

Enforceable Policies
This action recommends GLO and the Corps require placement and pickup of
waste receptacles at commercial boating and fishing establishments, recreational
boat marinas, and boat launch ramp facilities and that local governments adopt
similar requirements for shoreline marinas, parks and other high-use shoreline
locations around the bay.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Tex. Health and Safety Code, Chapter 3435

• Tex. Health and Safety Code, § 365.0126

• Tex. Nat. Res. Code, § 33.0567

Actions Needed
• GLO continue requiring placement and pickup of waste receptacles in their

regulations of structures extending onto coastal public lands.
• Local governments maintain trash receptacles in city/county shoreline parks.
• Local governments pass ordinances requiring placement and pickup of waste

receptacles at high-use shoreline developments.

SD-6 Screen Trash From Storm Water Discharges

Enforceable Policies
Where technically feasible, require methods to remove floating trash and debris
from significant storm water discharges into the bay or tributaries.

Laws/Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1

• EPA NPDES Stormwater Permit Regulations4

• Tex. Water Code § 26.17711

Actions Needed
• Local governments already subject to federal storm water permits begin

removing floatable debris (where applicable) from storm water discharges.
• Local governments involved in trash screening will conduct pilot projects to

review the flooding potential of EPA-mandated trash removal methods.
• GBP will incorporate appropriate methods determine from trash removal

evaluations into Galveston Bay Best Management Practices (BMP)
performance document.

• EPA or TNRCC extend trash removal requirements to smaller cities, as
appropriate.

• GBP provide technical assistance to local governments on effective
implementation of trash removal.

• GBP will conduct and periodically update a Galveston Bay debris survey to help
gauge the effectiveness of this action and report the results in the biennial
State of the Bay Symposium.
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SD-7 Publicize Environmental Harm Caused by Illegal Dumping

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are recommended in this action.

Applicable Laws and Regulations

Federal Laws

!Clean Water Act (CWA) [Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972] as
amended, Pub. L. 92-500, Oct. 18,1972, 86 Stat. 816 (12 U.S.C. § 24; 15 U.S.C. §§
633,636; See 31 U.S.C. § 1305; 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 to 1265,1281 to 1292,1311 to 1328,
1341 to 1345, 1361 to 1376). Establishes new municipal and industrial
stormwater permitting requirements. Regulations implementing these
requirements were promulgated by EPA in November 1990. These regulations
cover industrial and local government operations. However, to date, only
requirements for local governments over 100,000 population have been set.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act
(CERCLA/Superfund Act) Pub. L. 96-510, 94 Stat. § 767, 42 U.S.C. § 9601 et seq.
contains provisions relating to hazardous substances releases, notification
requirements, response authorities, national contingency planning,
abatement actions, cleanup standards, liability and financial responsibility,
civil penalties, and compensation.

3Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA) 33 U.S.C. §§ 2701 et. seq. Comprehensive
prevention, response, liability and compensation law that requires tank vessels
and on-shore facilities to develop oil and hazardous substance spill response
plans, requires tankers eventually to be converted to double hull construction,
provides for the establishment of Port Area Committees to oversee development
of Area Contingency Plans to address worst-case discharges, and encourages
state-level contingency planning.

Federal Regulations
4EPANPDES Storm Water Permit Regulations, 40 C.F.R., Subchapter N, pts. 400-

71.

State Laws
5Tex. Health and Safety Code, Chapter 343. Defines and prohibits public

nuisances, including those resulting from accumulations of rubbish and
authorizes certain counties to prosecute civil injunctive and criminal
remedies.
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6Tex. Health and Safety Code, § 365.012. Makes it an offense to dispose or permit
the disposal of litter or other solid waste at a place that is not an approved solid
waste site, includes inland or coastal waters of the state.

7Tex. Nat. Res. Code, § 33.056. Authorizes School Land Board (GLO) to regulate
the placement, length, design, and the manner of construction, maintenance
and use of all structures which are built so they extend on coastal public land
from adjacent land not owned by the state.

8Tex. Nat. Res. Code §§ 40.001 et. seq. (Texas Oil Spill Prevention and Response
Act/OSPRA). Designates GLO as lead state agency for spill prevention and
response in coastal waters and includes comprehensive provisions for
classification and permitting of coastal oil-handling facilities, mandatory spill
reporting, advance positioning of response resources, GLO certification of
industry discharge cleanup organizations and TPWD certification of volunteer
cleanup organizations (and limitations on liability for "good Samaritan"
contributors to cleanup efforts), authority for state to deny entry to port to non-
complying vessels, enforcement of facility and vessel contingency planning
requirements, and creation of Coastal Protection Fund to finance GLO
prevention and response planning and implementation and to conduct
damage assessment studies.

9Tex. Nat. Res. Code § 40.107(c)(l). Requires the GLO Commissioner and state
natural resource trustees (TNRCC, TPWD) to prepare a Coastal Natural
Resource Inventory by September 1, 1995 to be incorporated into the state
coastal discharge contingency plan after public review and comment.

10Tex. Water Code, Subchapter G, Chapter 26. Designates TNRCC as lead state
agency for spill prevention and response for hazardous substances and for
freshwater and inland spills of any type.

nTex. Water Code, § 26.177. Outlines pollution control and abatement require-
ments for municipalities over 5,000 population. TNRCC has not yet
promulgated rules to implement § 26.177. and will not do so until after Texas
Clean Rivers assessments (S.B. 818) have been completed in 1995.
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Shoreline Management Action Plan

S M -1 Establish a Planning Program for Shoreline Development

Enforceable Policies
Implement through legislation an integrated shoreline development planning
program for the Galveston Bay shoreline in close coordination with local
governments and the TCMP.

Law and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
Currently, there is no regulatory or legislative basis for enforcing this program.

Actions Needed
• New legislation may be required to implement integrated shoreline develop-

ment planning, specifically with respect to county ordinance-making
authority.

• GBP will coordinate with CCC and H-GAC to insure that adequate technical
assistance is available to local governments as they work to tailor local plans
and regulations to meet the goals and policies of the TCMP and the Plan.

• New legislation would be required to give counties the authority to guide land
use in unincorporated areas.

SM-2 Identify Appropriate Residential Shoreline Development
Guidelines

Enforceable Policies
Incorporate cumulative impact elements and site specific concerns during the
permitting process for residential projects. Look at individual projects in the
context of development of the bay as a whole and over time when considering
environmental impacts.

Discussion
Currently, there is no regulatory or legislative basis for enforcing this action as a
whole. If Texas adopts the Plan as a SAMP under the TCMP, and the TCMP is
accepted into the federal CZM program, the CCC may direct some of its federal
funding to the preparation of shoreline development plans for residential projects.
Federally-funded residential development projects should also be reviewed for
consistency with shoreline development guidelines for residential projects under
Section 320 of the Clean Water Act.

/

There is no existing enforcement mechanism for cumulative review of local
development projects that do not involve federal or state funding or permits.
However, local governments could voluntarily agree to notifying the Galveston
Bay Program (GBP) of major projects. The program could, in turn, provide input
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to local governments on development review decisions, based on its bay-wide
perspective.

Law and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1

• Coastal Zone Management Act2

• Tex. Nat. Res. Code, Chapter 336,7

Actions Needed
• CCC adoption of Galveston Bay Plan as a SAMP under the TCMP.
• NOAA acceptance of the TCMP into the federal CZMA program.
• CCC will consider funding to local entities to prepare plans based on bay-wide

shoreline development planning.
• GBP and the Houston-Galveston Area Council (H-GAC) will identify

appropriate standards and establish regional residential development
guidelines (on an advisory basis only).

• GBP review federally-funded residential developments for consistency with
shoreline residential development guidelines.

• Local governments adopt appropriate guidelines for shoreline residential
development, potentially including modifications to existing development
ordinances and/or the adoption of new ordinances.

• New legislation would be required to give counties the authority to guide land
use in unincorporated areas.

• Local governments voluntarily consult with Galveston Bay Program on major
residential development projects.

SM-3 Identify Appropriate Commercial and Industrial Shoreline
Development Guidelines

Enforceable Policies
Incorporate cumulative impact elements and site-specific concerns for various
shoreline types during the permitting process for individual projects. Use con-
trols within solid waste and sludge management facilities that may otherwise
face inundation due to storm surge or general flooding.

Discussion
Federally-funded commercial or industrial development projects should be
reviewed for consistency with the guidelines developed through this action. There
is no existing enforcement mechanism for cumulative review of local
development projects that do not involve federal funding. However, local
governments could voluntarily agree to notifying the Galveston Bay Program of
major projects. The program could, in turn, provide input to local governments
on development review decisions, based on its bay-wide perspective.

Laiv and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1

• Resource Conservation and Recovery Act4
• Texas Solid Waste Disposal Act9
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Actions Needed
• GBP review federally funded commercial and industrial development projects

for consistency with guidelines developed under this action.
• EPA and TNRCC require appropriate design and handling provisions for solid

waste, hazardous waste, sludge applications and other facilities involving
hazardous materials.

• Galveston Bay Program, H-GAC and local governments work with industry
representatives to identify appropriate commercial and industrial development
and contingency planning guidelines for shoreline areas.

• Local governments adopt appropriate guidelines for shoreline commercial and
industrial development, potentially including modifications to existing
development ordinances and/or the adoption of new ordinances.

• New legislation would be required to give counties the authority to guide land
use in unincorporated areas.

• Local governments voluntarily consult with Galveston Bay Program on major
commercial and industrial development projects.

SM-4 Minimize Negative Effects of Structures on Publicly Owned
Lands

Enforceable Policies
Minimize negative effects of structures on submerged and emergent publicly
owned lands. Any project on public lands is defined as a "structure," including
dredging (defined by GLO), docks, pipelines and piers. This program will not
include structures built for environmental benefits, such as artificial reefs,
however.

Law and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act3

Rivers and Harbors Appropriation Act5
Tex. Nat. Res. Code, Chapter 33, Subchapters A-E8

GLO Rights-of-Way Guidelines for Activities in Wetlands10

GLO Rules for Leases or Easements on Coastal Public Lands11

Actions Needed
• USFWS and NMFS will review major federal water resource projects involving

shoreline structures for negative impacts to aquatic habitats.
• GLO will consider adopting the following rules relating to shoreline

structures: (1) requiring, at the time of permit application, where practical,
the deposit of funds into escrow or the posting of bond to cover future removal of
the permitted structure; (2) increasing fines for abandonment; (3) prohibiting
future cabin lease transfers, application renewals, new cabins on state lands,
or rebuilding after damage to greater than half the cabin value.

• GLO and Corps will revise rules, as necessary, to institute a policy for
cumulative review of shoreline structures and dredge/fill permits, requiring
mitigation for unavoidable impacts.

• GLO and TDH will pursue obtaining state authority through legislation or
regulations to prohibit the discharge of raw sewage from houseboats.



• GLO and TDH will adopt rules requiring containment of sewage in cabins on
publicly owned lands.

SM-5 Improve Access to Publicly Owned Shorelines

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are recommended in this action.

Applicable Laws and Regulations

Federal Laws
1Clean Water Act (CWA), [Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972] as

amended, Pub. L. 92-500, Oct. 18, 1972, 86 Stat. 816, 33 U.S.C. § 1344. Section
404 establishes a permit requirement for dredging and filling in public waters
(including wetlands). The permitting program is administered by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. Coordination is required among numerous federal
and state agencies as well.

2Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (CZMA) Pub. L. 92-583,16 U.S.C. §§ 1451-
1464. The CZMA establishes a program under which states can plan and
"zone" coastal areas to protect critical coastal resources (i.e., economic
potential, habitat, scenic characteristics). The CZMA does not set regulatory
standards that states must follow but does provide guidelines for coastal
protections. States with federally-approved Coastal Management Plans are
eligible for certain federal funding. The CZMA also provides states with the
authority to review federal actions, funding and permits within the coastal
zone for consistency with their Coastal Management Plans.

3Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, as amended 16 U.S.C. §§662-667. Requires
that federal agencies consider fish and wildlife values when planning projects
or acting on plans, with particular emphasis placed on water development
projects. It requires the agency taking an action to consult with the USFWS,
NMFS, and, in Texas, the TPWD, to determine potential impacts on fish and
wildlife before the project is undertaken. The act is intended to mitigate
impacts on fish and wildlife and to give equal consideration to their value in
project design.

4Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C. §6949a. Charges
EPA with overseeing solid waste programs unless states adopt programs
which meet or exceed requirements set forth in RCRA. Elements of RCRA
include handling of hazardous waste materials from "cradle-to-grave," a ban
on open dumping of municipal solid waste and "Subtitle D" municipal solid
waste landfill criteria, which serve as the basis for EPA (and state) landfill
regulations.

5Rivers and Harbors Appropriation Act of 1899 (Section 10) 33 U.S.C. § 403. (U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers Regulations 33 C.F.R. 328). Provides the Corps with
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sole permitting authority over construction projects in "navigable waters of the
United States." Pursuant to Section 10, the Corps retains the authority to
regulate the excavation, construction or placement of structures in navigable
waters of the United States, whether or not a discharge of dredged or fill
material is involved.

State Laws
6Coastal Public Lands Management Act of 1973, as amended (33 Tex. Nat. Res.

Code) Established initial framework for Texas' Coastal Zone Management
Program. The Texas Coastal Management Program (TCMP) now under
development follows the guidelines laid out in this Act and subsequent
amendments, most significantly S.B. 1053 of 1991 (see following citation).

7Coastal Management Plan for Beach Access, Preservation and Enhancement,
Dune Protection and Coastal Erosion, S.B. 1053,1991, (Tex. Nat. Res. Code §§
33.052-55; 33.201-208). Amended Chapter 33 of the Tex. Nat. Res. Code,
establishing the Coastal Coordination Council, staffed by Texas General Land
Office, to oversee the development of a Texas Coastal Management Plan
(TCMP). The TCMP is being designed as a "networked program" which will
utilize existing statutes and will not create new agencies or permitting
processes. The CCC will review certain rules, actions and permits of state and
local agencies for consistency with the goals and policies of the TCMP. Draft
rules to implement the TCMP have been published and are scheduled for
adoption in the fall of 1994, though the rules would not take effect until June
1995.

After state adoption, the TCMP will be submitted to NOAA for acceptance into
the federal program. Federal acceptance of the TCMP would give the CCC the
ability to review federal actions, and permits for consistency with the goals and
policies of the TCMP as well.

The draft TCMP rules list the Galveston Bay National Estuary Program as a
potential Special Area Management Plan (SAMP). The CCC must approve the
Galveston Bay Plan as a SAMP for consistency provisions to apply to the Plan's
goals, objectives and recommendations.

8Tex. Nat. Res. Code, Chapter 33, subchapters A-E subjects private structures
located on state land or water to the School Land Board (GLO) permitting
process.

9Texas Solid Waste Disposal Act (Tex. Health and Safety Code) §§ 361.001 et. seq.
Implements the requirements of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA), establishing a permitting program for municipal and hazardous
waste solid waste management facilities. The permitting program has been
approved by the EPA and is operated by the TNRCC. The emphasis of most of
the regulations in the program is on protection of the environment --
particularly groundwater.
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State Regulations
10General Land Office Rights-of-Way Guidelines for Activities in Wetlands, 31

Tex. Admin. Code § 13.12. GLO guidelines for rights-of-way for projects such
as pipelines, transmission lines, water lines and sewer lines. Protection
measures in the guidelines for pipeline cut and fill activities include:
conforming backfill to the natural bottom profile of the submerged land;
undertaking preventive measures against shoreline erosion; avoiding when
feasible shell reefs, submerged grass beds and marshes. Regarding
transmission line construction, the guidelines stress the use of existing
structures and rights-of-way to minimize the need for new poles or towers, and
the use of erosion preventive measures for projects at the shoreline.

11General Land Office Rules for Leases or Easements on Coastal Public Lands, 31
Tex. Admin. Code § 155.3. Project activity guidelines for GLO review of
applications for leases or easements for certain activities on coastal public
lands, pursuant to Chapter 33, Texas Natural Resource Code (Coastal
Management Legislation). Activities covered under these rules include:
docks, piers and wharves; channels, boards or ship basins; dredged materials
disposal areas; jetties, groins and breakwaters; bulkheads and seawalls;
marinas; and landfills. The rules include project design provisions to
minimize erosion and negative water quality impacts of lease or easement
activities.
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Water and Sediment Quality Action Plan

W S Q -1 Reduce Contaminant Concentrations to Meet Standards and
Criteria

Enforceable Policies
Perform special surveys to identify criteria violations and sources/sinks of priority
pollutants, including PCBs, PAHs, pesticides and selected heavy metals.
Implement needed controls and/or remediation measures to reduce contaminant
concentrations.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
Clean Water Act1
EPA NPDES Stormwater Regulations2

Tex. Water Code, Section 26.0234

Tex. Water Code, Section 26.0275

Tex. Admin. Code, title 30, Chapter 3058

Tex. Admin. Code, title 30, Chapter 3079

Action Needed
• EPA and TNRCC enforce existing regulations. Enforcement actions will be

based on results of studies and monitoring.
• EPA and TNRCC will revise NPDES wastewater permits and develop

stormwater plans, as necessary, based on the results of TMDL studies (see
WSQ-4).

WSQ-2 Determine Sources of Ambient Toxicity in Water and
Sediment

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are recommended in this action.

WSQ-3 Establish and Adopt Sediment Quality Criteria

Enforceable Policies
Establish or adopt appropriate sediment quality criteria for PCBs, PAHs, metals,
pesticides and other pollutants identified by ambient toxicity studies and public
health concerns.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1

• Tex. Water Code, Section 26.0234

• Tex. Admin. Code, title 30, Chapter 3079
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Action Needed
• EPA or TNRCC need to strengthen existing regulations. Sediment standards

do not currently exist, though EPA and TNRCC have authority to adopt and
incorporate into permits. EPA is working on developing national sediment
standards. TNRCC may adopt EPA's standards or develop its own.

WSQ-4 Perform TMDL Loading Studies for Toxics

Enforceable Policies
For existing developed areas, implement controls to satisfy water quality criteria
using a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) allocation process accounting for (1)
point source loadings, (2) nonpoint source loadings, (3) existing in-place sources,
such as sediments, and (4) other factors.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
Clean Water Act1

EPA NPDES Stormwater Regulations2

Tex. Water Code, § 26.0275
Tex. Water Code § 26.1777

Tex. Admin. Code, title 30, Chapter 3058

Actions Needed
• TNRCC add TMDL to state Water Quality Management Plan.
• EPA and TNRCC incorporate results of TMDL studies into requirements for

federal wastewater and stormwater discharge permits, and state wastewater
discharge permits. Existing permits will need to be revised when they come
up for renewal based on the results of the TMDL studies.

• EPA and TNRCC include TMDL requirements for local stormwater
management plans under for smaller cities under NPDES Phase II and/or
Section 26.177 of the Tex. Water Code (when each of these program are
implemented).

WSQ-5 Support Clean Texas 2000 Pollution Prevention Program

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are recommended in this action.

WSQ-6 Reduce Nutrient and BOD Loadings to Problem Areas

Enforceable Policies
Reduce nutrient and BOD loadings to problem areas from point and non-point
sources.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1

• EPA NPDES Stormwater Regulations2

• Tex. Water Code, § 26.0275
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• Tex. Water Code § 2602856

• Tex. Water Code § 26.1777

• Tex. Admin. Code, title 30, Chapter 3058

Actions Needed
• EPA and TNRCC set and enforce nutrient and BOD permit parameters for

wastewater discharges. EPA include these parameters in storm water permits
for industries, as well as cities (and some counties) with populations over
100,000.

• TNRCC develop coast-wide or site-specific nutrient criteria. The TNRCC has
the authority to issue "watershed rules," such as the "Clear Lake Rule," and
could, to an extent, control nutrients through this type of mechanism. The
TNRCC should also develop guidance or rules pertaining to smaller municipal
stormwater discharges not covered under the federal NPDES program.

• TNRCC adopt new regulations requiring synchronous permit review. The
Texas Water Code already provides for establishing a synchronous schedule
for permit expiration, however, TNRCC has not yet promulgated regulations to
implement this requirement.

WSQ-7 Perform TMDL Loading Studies for Oxygen Demand and
Nutrients

Enforceable Policies
For identified problem segments, implement controls to satisfy water quality
criteria using a TMDL allocation process for both point and nonpoint loadings to
the bay for oxygen demand and nutrients.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
Clean Water Act1

EPA NPDES Stormwater Permit Regulations2

Tex. Water Code, § 26.0275
Tex. Water Code § 2602856

Tex. Water Code § 26.1777

Tex. Admin. Code, title 30, Chapter 3058

Actions Needed
• EPA and TNRCC should incorporate results of TDML studies for oxygen

demand and nutrients into existing federal wastewater and stormwater
discharge permits, and state wastewater discharge permits under existing
rules.

• EPA and TNRCC should incorporate results of TDML studies for oxygen
demand and nutrients into forthcoming stormwater regulations for smaller
cities under NPDES Phase II and Section 26.177 of the Texas Water Code
(when each of these program are implemented).
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Applicable Laws and Regulations

Federal Laws

iClean Water Act (CWA) [Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972], as
amended, Pub. L. 92-500, Oct. 18, 1972, 86 Stat. 816 (12 U.S.C. § 24; 15 U.S.C. §§
633,636; See 31 U.S.C. § 1305; 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 to 1265,1281 to 1292,1311 to 1328,
1341 to 1345, 1361 to 1376). Requires establishment of technology-based effluent
standards. Allows states to develop water quality standards for receiving
waters. Establishes National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) requiring permits for industrial and municipal wastewater
treatment discharges, industrial and local government stormwater
discharges.

Federal Regulations
2EPA NPDES Stormwater Regulations, 40 C.F.R., Subchapter N, pts. 400-71.

State Laws
3Tex. Water Code, § 26.0135. Requires regional assessments of water quality by

watershed / river basin.

4Tex. Water Code, § 26.023. Gives the TNRCC the authority to set state water
quality standards.

5Tex. Water Code, § 26.027. Allows TNRCC to issue permits.

6Tex. Water Code, § 26.0285. Mandates that the TNRCC, to the greatest extent
practicable, require all discharge permits within a single watershed or within
a region contain the same expiration date. The TNRCC has not yet
promulgated rules implementing the synchronous expiration schedule.

7Tex. Water Code, § 26.177. Outlines pollution control and abatement require-
ments for municipalities over 5,000 population. TNRCC has not yet
promulgated rules to implement 26.177, and will not do so until after Texas
Clean Rivers assessments (S.B. 818) have been completed in 1995.

State Regulations
8Tex. Admin. Code, title 30, Chapter 305. Regulations for wastewater discharge

application, permits, and TNRCC actions pertaining to permits.

9Tex. Admin. Code, title 30, Chapter 307. Regulations setting state surface water
quality standards and specific criteria for toxic substances.
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Non-Point Sources Action Plan

NPS-1 Implement Storm Water Programs for Local Municipalities

Enforceable Policies
Implement NPDES Stormwater Program in Houston/Harris County. For
municipalities not in this program, encourage development of stormwater
management plans to control non-point sources.

Discussion
NPDES municipal stormwater permits currently apply only to cities with
populations over 100,000 and/or certain urban counties (Houston, Harris County,
Harris County Flood Control District and Pasadena are covered in the Galveston
Bay area). EPA will eventually require NPDES stormwater permits of smaller
local governments, and could tailor the permits according to recommendations in
the Galveston Bay Plan. However, it is unlikely that EPA will develop any NPDES
permit requirements for smaller cities any time soon.

The Texas Water Code (Section 26.177) requires cities with populations over 5,000
to develop a water pollution control and abatement plan, which includes the
development of non-point source pollution control plans. TNRCC has not yet
promulgated rules and will not do so before 1995. when Clean River Program
Assessments are complete.

Educational and technical assistance programs should also be established to
encourage voluntary local implementation of this action before regulatory
mandates are employed.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1

• EPA NPDES Stormwater Permit Regulations8

• Tex. Water Code § 26.17715

Actions Needed
• EPA and local governments currently under NPDES permits begin permit

implementation.
• TNRCC/Galveston Bay Program establish educational and technical

assistance programs to promote voluntary local implementation of NPS
management.

• GBP and H-GAC will form a Technical Assistance Group to assist local
governments to assist in developing stormwater management plans.

• EPA and/or TNRCC implement stormwater management programs, as
necessary, for smaller cities and counties, through NPDES and/or § 26.177
Tex. Water Code, with input from the GBP so that requirements will be
consistent with the Plan.
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• Local governments adopt appropriate NFS management practices, potentially
including revisions to development regulations, to meet NFS program
guidelines.

NPS-2 Perform Pilot Projects to Develop NPS Best Management
Practices for the Galveston Bay Watershed

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are recommended in this action.

NPS-3 Identify and Correct Priority Watershed Pollutant Problems

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are recommended in this action, at least initially. The
GBC will evaluate the effectiveness of technology-based BMPs, and if insufficient
water quality improvements have been observed after a five-year period, the GBP
will work with local municipalities and the GLO to set up a workable
performance-based system for the area.

NPS-4 Establish Residential Load Reduction Programs

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are recommended in this action, at least initially. The
GBC will monitor the effectiveness of its NPS Residential Load Reduction
Program find, if insufficient water quality improvements have been observed after
a five-year period, the GBP will work with local municipalities and the GLO to set
up a workable performance-based system for the area. TNRCC/GBP will also
review implementation grants to local governments for consistency with this
action.

Local NPS Residential Load Reduction plans may also eventually require the
development of local ordinances aimed at curbing nonpoint source pollutants
from various sources such as fertilizer and herbicide application, and pet waste.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation
• Clean Water Act1

Actions Needed
• GBP implement public education program aimed at NPS Residential Load

Reduction; inventory existing local programs, assess technical assistance
needs.

• GBP work with local governments to implement program; local governments
adopt NPS reduction ordinances, if necessary.

• TNRCC review local NPS implementation grants for consistency with the
Plan.

• GBC evaluate program effectiveness after five years; if ineffective, work with
local governments and GLO to establish a workable performance-based system
for the area.
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NPS-5 Correct Malfunctioning Shoreline Septic Tanks

Enforceable Policies
Implement measures to reduce fecal coliform pollution to the bay from
malfunctioning septic tanks.

Discussion
Under the Health & Safety Code, TNRCC has established criteria for on-site
sewerage, including design standards, site evaluation requirements, and a
training and certification program for installers and inspectors. The TNRCC
regulates on-site sewerage disposal through a network of authorized agents and
designated representatives at the county level. Many municipalities also regulate
septic tanks.

However, the problem of malfunctioning septic tanks is widespread, making
enforcement difficult and expensive. There are also large concentrations of older
septic tanks on small lots for which immediate correction would not be
economically feasible, particularly for lower income residents. Full
implementation of this recommendation will require a significant commitment of
funding for enforcement, and allowance for innovative corrective actions which
are economically feasible. One such innovative approach is the encouragement of
individual property owners to develop collective on-site sewerage disposal systems
which can handle multiple dwellings, or to collectively hook up to nearby
municipal systems. Alternative systems, such as sprinklers or vegetative
treatment, should also be considered.

Federal consistency could also be a tool by encouraging the use of Community
Development funds to provide wastewater collection and treatment to low-income
areas currently on septic systems.

Finally, administrative changes at the local level should be made to require septic
permits be issued prior to or in conjunction with the building permit for new
construction, and to include a provision in local ordinances requiring certification
and upgrades, if necessary, upon sale or transfer of property.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1

• Tex. Health and Safety Code, Chapter 36612

Actions Needed
• TNRCC and local governments devote additional resources to enforcing

existing regulations and ordinances.
• Local governments encourage innovative collective approaches where

development is clustered.
• GBP encourage the use of Community Development (or other) infrastructure

grant funds to provide wastewater collection and treatment to clusters of
homes on septic tanks in low income areas through consistency review.

• Local governments require septic permits be issued prior to or in conjunction
with the building permit for new construction.
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Local governments include a certification system in their ordinances
requiring a certification and necessary upgrades upon sale or transfer of
property in problem areas.
Local governments adopt septic tank bans or limitations in problem areas
through their ordinances.

NPS-6 Implement NFS Reduction Program for New Development

Enforceable Policies
Develop and implement Texas Coastal NFS Reduction Plan, using existing
TNRCC and Texas State Soil and Water Conservation Board (TSSWCB) programs
to reduce NFS pollution from new development.

Discussion
Draft CCC rules implementing the TCMP state that Texas will meet its Coastal
NFS requirements under the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization amendments
(CZARA) through existing programs, including NPDES permits for large cities,
TNRCC rules under Section 26.177 of the Water Code, and TSSWCB agricultural
NFS programs.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments2

EPA NPDES Stormwater Permit Regulations8

Coastal Public Lands Management Act of 197310

Coastal Management Plan for Beach Access, Preservation and Enhancement,
Dune Protection and Coastal Erosion11

Tex. Water Code § 26.17715
Texas Coastal Management Program proposed rules16

Actions Needed
• CCC adopt TCMP rules, TCMP accepted into federal CZMA program. Once

the TCMP is approved by EPA and NOAA, Texas will have 30 months to
develop its coastal NFS reduction program.

• EPA and NOAA approve Texas Coastal NFS Reduction Plan.
• CCC will oversee implementation of the plan, using Storm Water Quality

Management Guidance Manual prepared by the Houston/Harris County Joint
Storm Water Management Task Force as a guide to appropriate technology-
based BMPs for the Galveston Bay Area.

• Local governments not covered by Phase I NPDES permits will begin voluntary
implementation of NFS reduction measures for new development.

• EPA will promulgate NPDES Phase II regulations for smaller municipalities;
TNRCC will promulgate NFS rules and local guidelines under Section 26.177
of the Water Code; TSSWCB will develop its agricultural NFS rules and
guidelines to implement the Texas Coastal NFS Reduction Plan, with input
from the GBP.

• GBC will evaluate effectiveness of management measures; if insufficient
water quality improvements have been observed after a five-year period, the
GBP will work with local municipalities and the GLO to set up a workable
performance-based system for the area.
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NPS-7 Establish Roadway Planning to Minimize NFS Effects

Enforceable Policies
This action involves establishing roadway planning, design and construction
practices which will minimize NFS pollution, including non-federal projects and
is not enforceable, as such.

Discussion
Highway projects which receive federal funding must conduct an environmental
analysis or environmental impact statement, the results of which could be
requirements to minimize NFS effects. Though not an enforceable policy, TXDOT
already has an MOU with the TNRCC, which covers state projects.

There are currently no mechanisms to enforce local governments to use BMPs in
their own roadway design, though some currently do so. The Storm Water
Quality Management Guidance Manual, prepared by the Houston/Harris County
Joint Storm Water Management Task Force could be used as a resource for
appropriate BMPs for roadway planning, design and construction.

Laws, Regulations and Agreements Relevant Implementation
• National Environmental Policy Act4

• MOU between TXDOT and TNRCCJ18

Actions Needed
• TNRCC/GBP participate in NEPA review of major federal roadway projects.
• GBP review highway research, planning and construction grants to ensure

consistency with this recommendation.
• TNRCC and TXDOT maintain MOU provisions for state roadway projects.
• TNRCC/Galveston Bay Program encourage local governments to adopt policies

requiring NFS management considerations in local roadway planning and
design, using Storm Water Quality Management Guidance Manual, prepared
by the Houston/Harris County Joint Storm Water Task Force, as a guide.

NPS-8 Implement NPDES Storm Water Program for Area
Industries

Enforceable Policies
Continue to implement NPDES stormwater program for area industries identified
by federal regulations. During Phase II of the program, additional industries
will be identified.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1

• Federal NPDES Stormwater Permit Regulations8,9

Actions Needed
• EPA (and TNRCC, if NPDES delegation is received) enforce existing

regulations. During Phase II of the NPDES program, additional industries
will be identified.
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NPS-9 Prevent Degradation of Bay Waters by Known Industrial
Groundwater Plumes

Enforceable Policies
Prepare an inventory of known groundwater problems from active and abandoned
industrial sites that could impact the bay. Appropriate agencies require
immediate remediation measures at sites that violate existing risk assessment
rules, groundwater regulations, or surface water regulations.

Discussion
Through CERCLA, EPA may order clean up and remediation of high-priority
waste sites, including those that are generating releases to groundwater.
Impacts to drinking water sources are given the highest priority under the
Superfund program. The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
enables EPA to regulate all handlers of hazardous waste, including treatment
and storage facilities, to ensure proper transport and disposal. EPA and the
states also are provided authority and funds for remediation of leaking
underground storage tanks. Through the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA), the
federal government may require a responsible party to pay for the cleanup of
spills, cover various other related costs, and compensate parties who were
adversely affected. The responsible party must respond immediately to an actual
or potential discharge.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
Clean Water Act1

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act
(CERCLA/Superfund Act)3
Oil Pollution Act5

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)6

EPA NPDES Stormwater Permit Regulations8-9

Texas Surface Water Quality Standards17

Actions Needed
• TNRCC inventory groundwater impacts to the bay from industrial sources

(active and inactive). TNRCC (or in some cases EPA) will require immediate
remediation measures at sites that violate existing risk assessment rules,
groundwater regulations or surface water regulations.

NPS-10 Develop Inventory of Agricultural Non-Point Sources

Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are recommended in this action. Consistency review
under Section 320 of the Clean Water Act can be used to target NPS
implementation grants to help fund this action.

NPS-11 Coordinate and Implement Existing Agricultural NPS
Control Programs
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Enforceable Policies
No enforceable policies are recommended in this action, which primarily involves
coordination of multiple agencies conducting research, education and technical
assistance efforts designed to reduce agricultural NFS pollution.

NPS-12 Adopt Regional Construction Standard for NFS Reduction

Enforceable Policies
On a regional basis local governments adopt by regulation and support the Storm
Water Management Handbook for Construction Activities prepared by the
Houston/Harris County Joint Storm Water Management Task Force for
construction activities disturbing 5 or more acres or projects which are part of a
master planned development.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1
• EPA NPDES Stormwater Permit Regulations8

Actions Needed
• H-GAC will continue to encourage local implementation of NPS BMPs for

construction activities through its educational and outreach efforts.
• Local governments not yet covered by NPDES will be encouraged to adopt

regulations to implement the construction-related provisions of the Handbook.
• Galveston Bay Program and local governments may need to pursue legislation

giving counties additional regulatory powers to regulate NPS from con-
struction.

NPS-13 Implement Toxics and Nutrient Control Practices at
Construction Sites

Enforceable Policies
Implement construction site chemical control measures as described in the
federal Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Non-Point
Source Pollution in Coastal Waters (Section 6217, Coastal Zone Act
Reauthorization Amendments).

Discussion
Draft CCC rules implementing the TCMP state that Texas will meet its Coastal
NPS requirements under the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization amendments
(CZARA) through existing programs, including NPDES permits for large cities,
TNRCC rules under Section 26.177 of the Water Code, and TSSWCB agricultural
NPS programs.
The CCC may adopt rules based on the Coastal NPS Reduction Plan to establish
voluntary regional requirements for the control of nutrients and toxic materials
during construction.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1
• Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments2
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• EPA NPDES Stormwater Permit Regulations8

• Texas Coastal Management Program proposed rules16

Actions Needed
• CCC consider adopting rules to establish voluntary regional programs.
• GBP and H-GAC will encourage local governments not yet covered by NPDES

to voluntarily adopt regulations to require toxics and nutrient control
measures at construction sites.

• GBP and local governments may need to pursue legislation giving counties
additional regulatory powers to regulate construction activities.

NPS-14 Require Sewage Pumpout, Storage, and Provisions for
Treatment

Enforceable Policies
Require sewage pumpout, storage, and provisions for treatment for all marinas
greater than 10 boat slips located in Galveston Bay waters. Achieve zero
discharge from marinas by linking enforcement to marina construction and
designate, through state or federal authority, key areas (such as Clear Lake) as no
"discharge zones."

Discussion
The Texas Water Code authorizes TNRCC to issue rules concerning the disposal
of sewage from boats "located or operated on inland fresh waters" and standards
for sewage disposal devices and on-shore pumpout facilities (with provisions for
delegation of authority to local governments). However, the Water Code has no
similar provisions for tidally-influenced waters.

Proposed goals and policies for the TCMP include a provision with precisely the
same objective as this proposed action (pumpout requirements for marinas on
state-owned coastal submerged lands capable of mooring more than 10 vessels), so
this would be the most obvious implementation vehicle.

An existing provision of the Clean Water Act enables states to petition the EPA
Administrator for designation of "no-discharge" areas where discharge of all
sewage, treated or not, would be prohibited. However, EPA will not approve a "no-
discharge" area unless there are adequate pumpout facilities available to boaters.

Current efforts by the Galveston Bay Foundation, the Texas Marine Advisory
Service, the Texas A&M Sea Grant Program and others to promote the
installation and use of pumpout facilities in the Galveston Bay vicinity will help to
meet this prerequisite. The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, in its role as
lead state agency on recreational boat registration, would be in a position to limit
boat registrations in waters identified as being adversely impacted by sewage
discharges from recreational boats. The Texas Water Code also directs
authorized personnel of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department to enforce
water quality control provisions of the code "to the extent any violation affects
aquatic life and wildlife," which would enable the department to assist with
enforcement of a "no-discharge" zone.
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Finally, the GLO could limit necessary leases and easements for marina
construction on state-owned coastal submerged lands in areas of water quality
concern.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
Clean Water Act1

Coastal Public Lands Management Act of 197310

Coastal Management Plan for Beach Access, Preservation and Enhancement,
Dune Protection and Coastal Erosion11

Tex. Parks and Wildlife Code 31.021-04313

Tex. Water Code, §§ 26.044-26.04514

Texas Coastal Management Program proposed rules16

Actions Needed
• GLO issue rules under TCMP to include operational standards requiring

sewage pumpout and storage provisions in marinas with greater than 10 boat
slips. GLO could also limit leases and easements for marina construction on
state-owned coastal submerged lands in areas of water quality concern.

• If GLO rules are not implemented, TNRCC pursue legislation to add tidally
influenced areas to its regulatory authority over recreational boat sewage
disposal.

• If sewage pollution from recreational boats persists, TNRCC could petition
EPA to designate "no discharge zones" in Galveston Bay, with significant
administrative penalties. This action would require an EPA determination
that adequate pump-out facilities exist surrounding Galveston Bay.

NPS-15 Require Use of Marine Sanitary Chemicals That Can be Used
inPOTWs

Enforceable Policies
Restrict the use of marine sanitary chemicals to those that are compatible with
the wastewater treatment plant process.

Discussion
The Texas Water Code §26.044(b) authorizes the TNRCC to make rules and to
require certification of compliance of sanitation devices for boats used on inland
fresh water. TNRCC has promulgated rules at Tex. Admin. Code., title 31 §§ 34.1
et. seq. However, these rules do not extend to tidally influenced waters.

EPA has also established marine sanitation standards at 40 C.F.R. §§ 140 et. seq.
Those standards are implemented by marine sanitation device regulations of the
Coast Guard at 33 C.F.R. § 159.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• EPA Marine Sanitation Standards7

• Tex. Water Code §§ 26.044-4514

Actions Needed
• TNRCC pursue legislation to add tidally influenced areas to its regulatory

authority over recreational boat sewage disposal.
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EPA and Coast Guard enforce existing regulations governing marine sanitary
chemicals.

NPS-16 Implement Washdown Controls and Containment Measures

Enforceable Policies
Implement washdown controls and containment requirements for all marinas
under the NPDES stormwater permit program.

Discussion
While larger marinas involved in "vehicle maintenance activities" or "equipment
cleaning operations" are already covered by Phase I of the federal stormwater
permit program, other marine activities would need to be captured under Phase
II. Washdown controls and containment measures could also come about if
Texas is accepted into the federal coastal zone management program, which
would trigger the requirement that a state coastal non-point source plan be
developed within 30 months.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• EPA NPDES Permit Regulations8

• Coastal Public Lands Management Act of 197310

• Coastal Management Plan for Beach Access, Preservation and Enhancement,
Dune Protection and Coastal Erosion11

• Texas Coastal Management Program proposed rules16

Actions Needed
• EPA develop Phase II NPDES rules requiring washdown controls and

containment measures for marina activities not covered under Phase I.
• GLO will promulgate rules under TCMP requiring NPS management at

coastal marinas.

Applicable Laws and Regulations

Federal Laws
1Clean Water Act (CWA) [Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972], as

amended, Pub. L. 92-500, Oct. 18, 1972, 86 Stat. 816 (12 U.S.C. § 24; 15 U.S.C. §§
633,636; See 31 U.S.C. § 1305; 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 to 1265,1281 to 1292,1311 to 1328,
1341 to 1345, 1361 to 1376) Establishes new municipal and industrial
stormwater permitting requirements. Regulations implementing these
requirements were promulgated by EPA in November 1990. These regulations
cover industrial and local government operations. However, to date, only
requirements for local governments over 100,000 population have been set. The
EPA Administrator is authorized to prescribe conditions for NPDES permits
under 33 U.S.C. § 1342(a)(2).
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2Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA) PL 101-508, § 6217.
Amendment to the federal Coastal Zone Management Act adding a
requirement for coastal zone states with federally approved coastal
management programs to adopt coastal non-point pollution control plans.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act
(CERCLA/Superfund Act) Pub. L. 96-510, 94 Stat. § 767, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601 et.
seq. Contains provisions relating to hazardous substances releases,
notification requirements, response authorities, national contingency
planning, abatement actions, cleanup standards, liability and financial
responsibility, civil penalties, and compensation.

4National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 42 U.S.C. §4332(C). Requires prepa-
ration of an Environmental Impact Statement for "major federal actions
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment."

5Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA) 33 U.S.C. §§ 2701 et. seq. Comprehensive
prevention, response, liability and compensation law that requires on-shore
facilities to develop oil and hazardous substance spill response plans; also
provides for the establishment of Port Area Committees to oversee development
of Area Contingency Plans to address worst-case discharges, and encourages
state-level contingency planning.

6Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C. §6949a. Enables
EPA to regulate all handlers of hazardous waste, including treatment and
storage facilities, to ensure proper transport and disposal.

Federal Regulations
7EPA Marine Sanitation Standards, 40 C.F.R. §§ 140 et. seq. EPA Marine

Sanitation Standards (implemented by marine sanitation devices regulations
of the Coast Guard at 33 C.F.R. § 159).

8EPA NPDES Storm Water Permit Regulations, 40 C.F.R. Subchapter N, pts. 400-
71. EPA regulations covering NPDES Stormwater Permits, including the
municipal permit program.

9EPA NPDES Industrial Storm Water Permit Regulations, Title 40 §
122.26(b)(14)(viii). This section lists industries by SIC code which are subject to
NPDES permit requirements for "storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity" (marinas involved in "vehicle maintenance activities" or
"equipment cleaning operations" are covered under SIC category 44, "Water
Transportation").

State Laws
10Coastal Public Lands Management Act of 1973, as amended 33 Tex. Nat. Res.

Code. Established initial framework for Texas' Coastal Zone Management
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Program. The Texas Coastal Management Program (TCMP) now under
development follows the guidelines laid out in this Act and subsequent
amendments, most significantly S.B. 1053 of 1991 (see below).

11Coastal Management Plan for Beach Access, Preservation and Enhancement,
Dune Protection and Coastal Erosion, S.B. 1053, Tex. Nat. Res. Code §§ 33.052-
55; 33.201-208. Amended Chapter 33 of the Natural Resources Code,
establishing the Coastal Coordination Council, staffed by Texas General Land
Office, to oversee the development of a Texas Coastal Management Plan
(TCMP). The TCMP is being designed as a "networked program" which will
utilize existing statutes and will not create new agencies or permitting
processes. The CCC will review certain rules, actions and permits of state and
local agencies for consistency with the goals and policies of the TCMP. Draft
rules to implement the TCMP have been published and are scheduled for
adoption in September 1994, though the rules would not take effect until June
1995.

After state adoption, the TCMP will be submitted to NOAA for acceptance into
the federal program. Federal acceptance of the TCMP would give the CCC the
ability to review federal actions and permits for consistency with the goals and
policies of the TCMP as well.

12Tex. Health and Safety Code, Chapter 366. Authorizes TNRCC to regulate on-
site sewage disposal systems (septic tanks). {Rules: 30 TAG §§ 285.101-285.109}
TNRCC is authorized to adopt rules governing the installation of septic tanks
and other on-site systems and set forth proper management practices.
TNRCC is also directed to establish a training program for installers and
establish a network of designated representatives in each county to conduct
percolation tests, review system designs and make inspections.

13Tex. Parks & Wildlife Code §§ 31.021-043. Establishes motorboat identification
and numbering requirements, administered and enforced by the TPWD.

14Tex. Water Code, §§ 26.044-26.045. Authorizes TNRCC to issue rules (Tex.
Admin. Code, title 31 §§ 321.1 et seq) concerning the disposal of sewage from
boats "located or operated on inland fresh waters" and standards for sewage
disposal devices and on-shore pumpout facilities (with provisions for dele-
gation of authority to local governments). However, the Water Code has no
similar provisions for tidally-influenced waters. The Texas Water Code also
directs authorized personnel of the Texas Parks & Wildlife Department to
enforce water quality control provisions of the code "to the extent any violation
affects aquatic life and wildlife," which would enable the department to assist
with enforcement of a "no-discharge" zone.

15Tex. Water Code, § 26.177. Outlines pollution control and abatement require-
ments for municipalities over 5,000 population. TNRCC has not yet
promulgated rules to implement $ 26.177. and will not do so until after Texas
Clean Rivers assessments (S.B. 818) have been completed in 1995.
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State Regulations

16Texas Coastal Management Program Proposed Rules, 31 Tex. Admin. Code §
501.14 (g)(l), (2) and (3) (Published in the Texas Register, Vol. 19, No. 50, July 5,
1994). The public comment period on these proposed rules has been extended
to September 6, 1994, after which time the CCC will consider adoption. The
proposed rules acknowledge TNRCC and the Texas State Soil and Water
Conservation Board's responsibilities in developing a Coastal NPS Plan, if
Texas is accepted into the federal CZM program. The TCMP rules do not
require creation of implementation measures not already authorized by state
statute. Section 501.14(g)(l)(D) lays out NPS requirements for marinas.

17Texas Surface Water Quality Standards 31 Tex. Admin. Code § 307.2. Water
Quality Standards for all surface waters in the state, including wetlands
(during periods of surface inundation). At present, wetlands are not a site-
specific water use in these rules, and hence do not have individual criteria.
These standards must be updated and I or revised trienially and presented to
EPA for approval. The TNRCC is currently developing revised standards for
adoption and submittal in the fall of 1994. Wetlands criteria have been
considered as an addition to the standards in this revision cycle, but no final
decision has been made.

State Policies

18Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Texas Department of
Transportation (TXDOT) and TNRCC, November 3, 1992. Establishes that
TXDOT will employ design features and maintenance to reduce erosion and
sediment from highway construction projects. TNRCC will assist TXDOT in
preparing a water plan for highway activities and will review environmental
aspects of TXDOT projects.
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Point Sources Action Plan

PS-l Determine Location and Extent of Bypass and Overflow
Problems

Enforceable Policies
TNRCC and EPA will require all wastewater discharge permit holders for
Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTWs) to conduct studies of their collection
and treatment systems and evaluate any bypass or overflow problems. TNRCC
and EPA will issue Administrative Orders to require the preparation of corrective
action plans, where necessary.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1

• Tex. Admin. Code, title 30, Chapter 3059

Actions Needed
• TNRCC and EPA will require studies: to be completed by large POTWs during

1996 so that any corrective action plans may be completed by mid-1997. Studies
for small POTWs must be completed during 1997 so that corrective action plans
may be completed by mid-1998.

• TNRCC and EPA may a need to enter into Memorandum of Understanding on
the conditions and phase-in of the administrative orders.

PS-2 Eliminate or Reduce Bypass or Overflow Problems

Enforceable Policies
TNRCC and EPA will issue administrative orders to wastewater discharge
permit holders for POTWs to require implementation of their corrective action
plans to address bypass and overflow problems.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1
• Tex. Admin. Code, title 30, Chapter 3059

Actions Needed
• TNRCC and EPA issue administrative orders requiring implementation of

corrective action plans. TNRCC and EPA may need to enter into a
Memorandum of Understanding on the conditions and phase-in of the
administrative orders.
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PS-3 Regionalize Small Wastewater Treatment Systems

Enforceable Policies
Consolidate small treatment systems into larger regional systems so it will be
easier to properly operate and monitor the performance of point source
discharges.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Tex. Admin. Code, title 30, Chapter 3059

Actions Needed
• TNRCC now has the authority to deny new permits and renewals to prevent

proliferation of small treatment plants. Gulf Coast Waste Disposal Authority
(GCWDA) has the authority to implement regionalization to the extent that it
can finance, own and operate wastewater treatment facilities on behalf of local
governments and industries.

PS-4 Improve Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement for Small
Dischargers

Enforceable Policies
Improve compliance monitoring and enforcement of existing small permitted
wastewater dischargers to: (1) ensure that the current reporting system is
functioning as planned; (2) identify violators of permit requirements; and (3)
determine which plants are operating adequately and which plants have
operational problems.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1
• Tex. Admin. Code, title 30, Chapter 3059

Actions Needed
• Congress and the Texas Legislature commit funding necessary to enforce

existing laws.

PS-5 Implement a Dry-Weather Illegal Connection Program

Enforceable Policies
Initiate a dry-weather illicit connection program by 1997 in segments draining
into Galveston Bay that exhibit water quality problems.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1
• Tex. Water Code § 26.1777

Actions Needed
• TNRCC will work with local governments and other POTW permit holders to

implement this action as a voluntary program.
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• TNRCC will determine whether detection programs should be made
mandatory under and, if so, issue appropriate rules under Section 26.177 of the
Texas Water Code. The Galveston Bay Program (GBP) will use ambient water
quality monitoring data to determine the effectiveness of dry-weather
connection programs.

PS-6 Issue NPDES Coastal General Permit or Ban CHI Field Brine
Discharge

Enforceable Policies
Eliminate significant harm from brine discharges by issuance of an NPDES
general permit or by program of the RRC.

Laws and Regulations Relevant to Implementation and Enforcement
• Clean Water Act1

• Tex. Water Code, § 26.131(b)6

• Tex. Nat. Res. Code, § 91.101(4)2

• Tex. Admin. Code, title 16, § 3.88

Discussion
EPA is currently proposing a total ban on brine discharges in the coastal areas of
Louisiana and Texas under NPDES. This would be accomplished through new
general permits that would disallow brine discharges. RRC also has the
authority to prohibit brine discharges into Galveston Bay under their state
permits, but has not done so to date.

Actions Needed
• TNRCC issue NPDES permit that will eliminate harm from produced water

discharges.
• RRC will restrict brine discharges if EPA does not issue the permit.

Applicable Laws and Regulations

Federal Laws
1Clean Water Act (CWA) [Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972], as

amended, Pub. L. 92-500, Oct. 18, 1972, 86 Stat. 816 (12 U.S.C. § 24; 15 U.S.C. §§
633,636; See 31 U.S.C. § 1305; 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 to 1265,1281 to 1292,1311 to 1328,
1341 to 1345, 1361 to 1376). Requires establishment of technology-based effluent
standards. Allows states to develop water quality standards for receiving
waters. Establishes National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) requiring permits for industrial and municipal wastewater
treatment discharges, industrial and local government stormwater
discharges.
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State Laws
2Tex. Nat. Res. Code, § 91.101(4). Delegates authority to the RRC to adopt and

enforce rules and orders relating to the discharge of oil and gas wastes in
order to prevent pollution of surface or subsurface water.

3Tex. Water Code, § 26.023. Gives the TNRCC the authority to set state water
quality standards.

4Tex. Water Code, § 26.027. Allows TNRCC to issue permits.

5Tex. Water Code, § 26.121. Prohibits unauthorized discharge into state waters,
authorizes TNRCC to regulate discharges.

6Tex. Water Code, § 26.131 (b). Provides specific authority for the RRC to issue
permits for the discharge of waste resulting from oil and gas activities.

7Tex. Water Code, § 26.177. Outlines pollution control and abatement require-
ments for municipalities over 5,000 population. TNRCC has not yet
promulgated rules to implement $ 26.177. and will not do so until after Texas
Clean Rivers assessments (S.B. 818) have been completed in 1995.

State Regulations
8Tex. Admin. Code, title 16, § 3.8. Railroad Commission Rule 8 on water

protection prohibits the disposal of oil and gas wastes by methods other than
injection unless the disposal is specifically authorized to be performed under
Rule 8, with or without a permit.

9Tex. Admin. Code, title 30, Chapter 305. Regulations for wastewater discharge
application, permits, and TNRCC actions pertaining to permits.
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